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This is a study of induced nonlinear realizations of a Lie group G in which the presence of one field
induces nonlinear transformations on another field. The covariant derivative structure is similar in
form to that for local gauge theory. For an arbitrary Lie group, basic equations and non standard
invariant Lagrangian forms are described. Covariant constraint equations that place restrictions on
field components are presented. With G = SU(2), a detail application to the electroweak model is
discussed. We first show that the standard Lagrangian for the gauge electroweak model is invariant
under these transformations. We then show that an alternate invariant Lagrangian is also possible.
In it, the intermediate boson masses arise from the adjoint field rather than from the Higgs doublet.
An alternate invariant lepton Lagrangian is presented. A covariant constraint on the right-handed
lepton field requires the right-handed neutrino field to vanish at the point where we obtain a massless
(photon) field. Within this model, we have a clear explanation why weak interactions do not produce
right-handed neutrinos. Neutrinos with and without mass are found. This model indicates an
abundance of light mass leptons that are ”blind” to the massless electromagnetic field but ”see”
four massive potentials. These more difficult to detect leptons would support a WIMP contribution
to the missing mass.
PACS numbers: 12.60.-i, 11.30.-j, 11.30.Na, 13.15.+g
I. INTRODUCTION
Directly confronting present theories are several ex-
perimental observations. We mention four. One of these
is the complete absence of the right-handed neutrino in
weak decay. A second is neutrino oscillations, an obser-
vation that can be described with neutrinos that have
different masses. This requires an explanation for differ-
ent neutrino masses together with difference in neutrinos
as judged in the way they interact with other leptons.
There is extensive evidence ( although indirectly ) of
missing mass and missing energy in cosmological data.
A fourth observation is that no free quarks are observed.
Some of our ”standard” models are constructed to ac-
commodate, but not explain some of these observations
such as no right-handed neutrino. The standard gauge
models, in particular the electroweak model has been
very successful in describing particle states and cross sec-
tions. Alternate, or extended models must include much
of the successful features of these models.
This study is about a nonlinear transformation ap-
proach to interactions that has many of the successful
features of gauge theory, while offering a plausible ex-
planations for at least two of the above observations, no
right-handed neutrino and neutrino mass. It raises pos-
sible explanations for other observations. It is a devel-
opment of a limited version of the nonlinear realizations
outlined in the Appendix of [1].
In these realizations, the nonlinear component of the
transformation on a field Ψ depends on the presence of
one or more other fields which we call the inducing fields.
The development here is for the case where one inducing
field V transforms via the adjoint representation. This
correspond to linear transformations on a hypersphere
with radius V =
√
V kV k where the implied sum is over
the number of generators of the group. For convenience
we discuss how different fields, potentials and their fea-
tures such as mass values are morphed from one point to
another on this hypersphere.
A configuration points corresponds to a set
[L,R, Aµ,W
k
µ , V
k] of left and right leptons, covari-
ant potentials and inducing adjoint field components,
all of which can interact with other members at that
point. Different points correspond in general to different
physics. The symmetry transformations connect differ-
ent configuration points of a given type. We classify
points as disjoint if they cannot be connected by the
symmetry. For example, points with different vector
polarization modes are disjoint. Another example is
points with different radius values V on the hypersphere.
We provide two non-standard invariants involving the
potentials and V k components for groups like SU(n)
that have structure constants that are antisymmetric in
all three indices. One of these invariants is completely
algebraic and linear. The other involves a kinetic term.
Configuration points that are not disjoint have the same
value for these invariants.
Any theory involving nonlinearity raises the question
of superposition. Because the nonlinear transformations
depend on the unit vectors hk = V k/V , superposition of
potentials of two configuration points is allowed when the
V space components are parallel, that is, on the same V
space radius vector. Otherwise, superposition of poten-
tials is generally not allowed. In the electroweak applica-
tion, superposition of massless electromagnetic potentials
is allowed because all massless potentials lie on the same
radial vector. The allowed superposition of two paral-
lel V space vectors is very important because the net V
space radius scales the masses of the potential bosons.
This brings up the possibility of coherence playing a pos-
sible role in enhancing the strength of the missing mass.
2Covariant constraint relation are described which, if
imposed, can provide restrictive relations on the com-
ponents of the field Ψ. These covariant constraints do
not restrict the transformations. Rather, they can for-
bid certain components of Ψ from having nonzero values
at certain configuration points while imposing relations
between the components of Ψ at other points. These con-
straints can offer possible explanations for certain unex-
plained physical observations such as the absence of the
right-handed neutrino in weak decay.
We give a detailed description for the electroweak
model in this picture. First, we show that it is possi-
ble to reproduce the invariant Lagrangian structure of
the standard gauge model.[2] [3] We then provide an al-
ternate Lagrangian structure. The same Yang-Mills [4]
structure is used for the potential kinetic part. For the
mass terms for the potentials we use the new invariants
available in these realizations. From these, the masses
for the Zµ and W
±
µ bosons arise from the adjoint field
V . This is in sharp contrast to the gauge model where
the Higgs doublet provides the masses. Using a right-
handed lepton composed of a right-handed neutrino and
right-handed electron spinor, is is easy to construct an
invariant lepton Lagrangian. However, one is immedi-
ately confronted with the experimental data which does
not support a right-handed neutrino in weak decay. This
is one reason the Higgs doublet field was introduced.
To confront this dilemma here, we use a covariant con-
straint on the right-handed lepton components. This con-
straint does not break the symmetry, it is covariant and
thus holds at all points on the real hypersphere. Covari-
ant constraint equations can be obtain from one of two
eigenstates. The lepton physics completely differs for the
two cases. At the pole V3 = V (called the north pole here)
the mass ratio MZ
MW
for the intermediate bosons take on
the usual value, the mass for the Aµ field is zero and
one constraint choice requires the right-handed neutrino
to vanish, but only at this point. This is the only place
on the hypersphere where this experimentally observed
combination happens. At other places on the sphere the
ratio MZ
MW
changes, the Aµ field becomes massive and the
right-handed lepton is not zero. Leptons and potentials
at points other than the north pole do not ”see” the mass-
less electromagnetic field. Instead, they see the heavy Aµ
vector field. Different points on the V sphere represent
different physical states. For instance, leptons can go
from massive to massless at different points. To change
from one point to another in the laboratory requires a
physical change of the V k fields. This is why we refer to
these symmetries as active.
Only two points admit massless leptons, one at the
north pole and one at the south pole (V3 = −V ). At
all points on the sphere other than the north pole the
neutrino has a mass. At all non pole points the Aµ field
is massive and both leptons are massive. The massive
leptons and four massive potentials in the non pole zone
offer some support for a WIMP contribution for the miss-
ing mass problem. This region corresponds to a ”soup”
of light mass leptons interacting with four massive vec-
tor bosons. At the south pole the left-handed electron
spinor becomes massless and the right-handed electron
spinor vanishes. In addition, the Aµ field is very massive
at this pole. This ”electron” component at this pole does
not interact electromagnetically since there is no mass-
less field there. These features lead to a question as to
its identification and how could it be observed. It acts
more like a neutrino than an electron.
This theory offers two separately conserved currents,
one for the linear part and one for the nonlinear part.
For the nonlinear part, the conserved current reduces to
conservation of charge at the north pole. At other points
where we do not have a massless Aµ field the interpreta-
tion is not clear.
Again, it is stressed that in this theory, physical inter-
pretation of these symmetries is active. This means that
points on the V hypersphere corresponds to the physical
presence of the corresponding component fields V k. For
the electroweak application a point on the sphere is de-
termined by the presence of the V3 field and the two V
±
fields. These field components help determine the nature
of the boson fields as well as the lepton fields. There may
be different V space points and corresponding potentials
at the same space-time point. Where superposition is
permitted, the radius of the hypersphere could change.
Since this V sphere radius scales the masses, there is the
clear possibility that coherence of the contributions to
the V k fields could enhance the mass, and thus contribute
to the missing mass. This raises a common question of
concern. Is the field (whether the Higgs doublet, or the
adjoint field) that scales the boson masses, a constant,
or is it the net field resulting from a superposition that
could differ in different parts of the universe?
We treat the infinitesimal generators as differential op-
erators in the group parameter space, with [Ta, GF ] =
[Ta, G]F +G[Ta, F ]. [6],[7] We indicate the group struc-
ture constants as Cabc. Except for the space-time indices,
we freely place the group indices as superscripts, or as
subscripts as needed for simplicity. We use the space-
time metric gµν = [1,−1,−1,−1]. The realizations here
are but one of many types of nonlinear realizations of Lie
groups. A number of references to similar realizations,
including co-set realizations can be found in [1], [5], [8]
and [9].
In section A we discuss the infinitesimal transforma-
tions, covariant derivatives, and Yang-Mills fields for an
arbitrary Lie group. The aim is to establish basic equa-
tions for applications for, and beyond, the SU(2) elec-
troweak application here. In section B we discuss su-
perposition, covariant constraints and two invariants for
a Lie group in which the structure constants are totally
antisymmetric in the three indices. These invariants can
be used to construct invariant Lagrangians. In section
C we show that the standard Lagrangian for the gauge
electroweak model with the Higgs doublet is invariant
with these transformations. In section D we use the new
invariants and covariant constraints to construct an alter-
3nate Lagrangian for the electroweak interaction. Finally
we discuss in detail the two conserved currents in the
Appendix.
A. Infinitesimal Transformations
We consider the Lie algebra of a continuous symmetry
group G1 acting simultaneously on a field Ψ and one or
more fields represented here by Φ. In one special cat-
egory, these infinitesimal transformations are expressed
in part in terms of generators of a second continuous
group G2. We refer to G2 as the ”hidden” symmetry
group. These realizations follow the outline given in the
appendix of [1] . In general, for g(δα) ∈ G1, where δα
represents the infinitesimal group parameters, we study
the simultaneous transformations
g(δα): {Φ → Φ′(δα,Φ), Ψ→ Ψ′(δα,Φ,Ψ) (1)
The particular feature in equation (1) to notice here is
that the transformation on the field Ψ depends on the
field Φ. The first order expansions of these transforma-
tions are written as follows.
Ψ′ = UΨ = Ψ+ δαa[T a,Ψ] (2)
Φ′ = Φ+ δαa[T a,Φ] (3)
We use the convention that the indices a, b.. label the
generators and components of G1 and that a repeated
index implies summation over the n1 generators of the
algebra. If the Lie algebra is to be satisfied when act-
ing on a function S, the generators T a must satisfy the
commutation rules;
[T a, [T b, S]]− [T b, [T a, S]] = Cabc[T c, S] (4)
The associative property of G1 require the structure con-
stants Cabc = −Cbac to satisfy the Jacobi identity.
CabcCcdm + CbdcCcam + CdacCcbm = 0 (5)
Acting on an N component field Ψ, the infinitesimal gen-
erator action studied in this paper has the following form.
[T a,Ψ] = (iξa
1
2
Y − ha)Ψ (6)
Here, the operator Y is proportional to the unit matrix
with YΨ = yΨ. The group parameters are global, but
the local nature of the transformations arises via the de-
pendence of the transformations on the fields ξ and h.
This is the major difference between these transforma-
tions and those of local gauge theory. In physical inter-
pretation, the ξ and h fields must be considered in con-
junction with the covariant potentials required because
of the local nature of the transformations. For the spe-
cial case where the transformations induce a group G2,
we have
[T a,Ψ] = (iξa
1
2
Y − hai τ i)Ψ. (7)
The τ i are N ×N matrices that generate a linear repre-
sentation of the group G2 and are chosen to satisfy the
following relation.
[τ i, τ j ] = −Cijkτk (8)
We use the convention that the indices i, j.. label the
generators and components of G2 and that a repeated
index implies summation over the n2 generators of the
algebra ofG2. The following general relation follows from
(4).
i
2
([T a, ξb]− [T b, ξa]− Cabcξc)YΨ
−([T a, hb]− [T b, ha]− [hb, ha]− Cabchc)Ψ = 0 (9)
We consider the case where this equation splits into two
equations.
[T a, ξb]− [T b, ξa]− Cabcξck = 0 (10)
[T a, hb]− [T b, ha]− [hb, ha]− Cabchc = 0 (11)
For the special case described by (7) equation (11) be-
comes
[Ta, h
k
b ]− [Tb, hka] + hibhjaCijk − Cabchkc = 0. (12)
For arbitrary G1, the number of commutation equations
compared with the number of field variables can easily
lead to over conditioning. In (10) there are n1(n1−1)2
equations but only n1 components ξ
a. The number
of equations exceeds the number of field variables for
n1 > 3. Even so, realizations that satisfy the constraint
(10) can be found. For instance, many of the nonlin-
ear realizations of SL(2, C) in [5] satisfy this condition,
but the adjoint realization does not. For G1 = SU(2)
for example there are three ξa components appearing in
(10). The generator action for linear transformations on
a fundamental doublet in matrix form is
[Ti, ξ] = τiξ, ξ =
(
ξ3 + iξ4
ξ1 + iξ2
)
τi =
i
2
σi. (13)
The structure constants are the Levi-Civita tensors
Cijk = ǫijk. As operators acting on the individual com-
ponents we have
[Ti, ξj ] =
1
2
[−ξ4δij + ǫijkξk], [Ti, ξ4] = 1
2
ξi. (14)
These relations satisfy (10), but there may be others that
also satisfy (10).
To obtain covariant field equations for the local trans-
formations in (6), covariant derivatives are defined as in
local gauge theory.
DµΨ = ∂µΨ+ id
1
2
BµYΨ− γWµΨ (15)
(DµΨ)
′ = UDµΨ (16)
4With Rµ = id
1
2BµY − γWµ equation (16) gives the fol-
lowing standard relation.
R′µ = URµU
−1 − (∂µU)U−1 (17)
Here, BµY and Wµ are the diagonal and nondiagonal
field potentials with respective coupling constants d and
γ. The field tensors given in terms of R are defined as in
Yang-Mills gauge theory as follows.
Rµν = ∂µRν − ∂νRµ + [Rµ, Rν ] (18)
With (15) the transformation of these tensors is
R′µν = URµνU
−1. (19)
The above covariant relations are identical in form to
those of standard Yang-Mills gauge symmetries except
here Rµ contains both the diagonal and non diagonal
terms. Transformations of the diagonal and non-diagonal
components are considered below. Because of the pres-
ence of the fields ξ and h we have some differences in
detail. Because Y is proportional to the unit matrix, we
can satisfy the infinitesimal form of (17) with the follow-
ing relations.
[T a, Bµ] = −1
d
∂µξ
a (20)
[T a,Wµ] = −[ha,Wµ]− 1
γ
∂µh
a (21)
With Bµν = ∂µBν − ∂νBµ and
Wµν = ∂µWν − ∂νWµ − γ[Wµ,Wν ] (22)
we have
W ′µν = UWµνU
−1, B′µν = Bµν . (23)
For the special case (7), we assume Wµ =W
j
µτ
j giving
[T a,W lµ] = −haiCiklm W kµ −
1
γ
∂µh
a
l . (24)
This expression involves the potentials as well as the field
h. The fields ξ and h may or may not appear explicitly in
the Lagrangian. However, conservation rules correspond-
ing to the G1 symmetries will involve the ξ and h fields.
Let Fi represent all fields, including potentials, involved
in a Lagrangian and that satisfy the Euler-Lagrange field
equations. For each parameter of G1 Noether’s conser-
vation theorem reads.
∂µ(
∂K
∂Fi,µ
[T a, Fi]) = ∂µJ
µ
a = 0 (25)
The [T a, Fi] factors in the current components depend on
the fields ξ and h. The conserved current for a particular
nonlinear realization of the Lorentz group was described
in detail in [1]. There, it was shown that the nonlinear
current component was separately conserved.
B. Invariant Forms, Superposition and Covariant
Constraint
The covariant potentials combined with the inducing
fields ξa and ha offer a variety of possibilities in model-
ing physics. Here, we discuss a basic nonlinear realization
type that is extended from a linear realization. We then
consider some invariant forms. These can be used to
classify disjoint configurations which in this model corre-
spond to different physical states. We then discuss covari-
ant constraints that if invoked prevents certain compo-
nents of Ψ from existing in certain limits. One constraint
will be used in a latter section to provide an explanation
in this model of the absence of the right-handed neu-
trino in observed weak interactions. The discussion in
this section is for arbitrary groups, but will be used with
G2 = SU(2) in the next section where we discuss the
electroweak model in this picture. First, consider the
case where G1 = G2 with
haj = −δaj + Zaj . (26)
If the Zaj and ξ vanish, these realizations reduce to the
usual linear representations of G1. Put another way, the
usual linear realizations of a Lie group can be extended to
this type of nonlinear realization by including the ξ and
Z fields. We refer to this type of nonlinear realization as
extended. This type of extension for the diagonal term
only was studied in detail for the group SL(2, C) in [1].
The constraint (12) becomes
[Ta, Z
k
b ]− [Tb, Zka ] + ZjaCjbk − ZibCiak
+ZibZ
j
aC
ijk = CabcZkc . (27)
This equation is satisfied with the relations
Zkb = −Zbhk, h2 = hkhk = 1, [T a, hk] = Cakihi (28)
The hk components transform via the adjoint represen-
tation and the Zb satisfy
[T a, Zb]− [T b, Za]− CabcZck = 0. (29)
This equation is identical to (10) so that the Za could
be identified with the ξa as far as the group action is
concerned, but we emphasize that this is just one choice.
The potentials transform as follows.
[Ta,W
l
µ] = C
alkW kµ − ZahiCiklW kµ +
1
γ
∂µ(Zah
l) (30)
From this expression, it is clear that the nonlinear sec-
ond term forbids superposition of the potentials W lµ for
configuration points that have different hk components.
The hk represent the unit vector components in the hy-
persphere.This means that superposition is allowed only
for points in the V hypersphere that lie along the same
radial direction. With V k = V hk where V is a group in-
variant, and with Za = ξa, consider the composite boson
field F with components defined as
Fµ = γW
l
µV
l + βµV d. (31)
5For a G1 such as SU(n) with structure constants an-
tisymmetric in all three indices, it is easy to show
[Ta, Fµ] = 0 so that the Fµ are invariant under G1. We
have the following form that is invariant under both G1
and the Lorentz group.
Kb =
1
2
FµF
µ (32)
This invariant is independent of the eigenvalue of the
diagonal operator Y and depends only on the potentials
and the hk components and two coupling constants.
We can construct a second invariant using the following
quantities.
Clµ = V
iǫilk∂µV
k. (33)
With these quantities consider the following expression.
Ka =
[γ2
2
(
V 2W lµW
µ
l −W lµV lWµk V k
)
+
γ
a
W lµC
µ
l
]
(34)
The constant a in the last term is needed to accommo-
date the normalization of the structure constants which
appear in this term via the Ckµ. A bit of work produces
the relation
[Tb,Ka] = γV
2ξb
[
W lµ∂µhl
+
1
a
(CiklClsnhihn)W
k
µ∂
µhs
]
. (35)
One can show that the first bracket factor of the second
term is symmetric in the indices (k, s) which we write as
follows.
CiklClsnhihn = b(δks − hkhs) (36)
The constant b depends on the normalization of the struc-
ture constants for the group G1, and must be calculated
from this equation once the basis for the structure con-
stants has been chosen. For SU(2) with Cijk = ǫijl one
can easily show b = −1. With the choice a = b and
hkhk = 1 the second term in (36) when used in (34) will
give zero and we immediately obtain [Tb,Ka] = 0 so that
Ka is an invariant under the group. By structure, it is
also invariant under the Lorentz group. Since the last
term in (34) has the a−1 factor, this form is invariant for
any choice of normalization of the structure constants.
With Za = ξa the transformation on Ψ becomes
[Ta,Ψ] = τaΨ+ iξa
1
2
[Y U +H ]Ψ, H = −2ihkτk (37)
where U is the unit matrix. The number of hk compo-
nents is equal to the number of group generators.
To form a quadratic invariant form Ψ˜Ψ, we define Ψ˜
to transform as
[T a, Ψ˜] = −Ψ˜(iξa 1
2
Y − ha) (38)
The form X˜Z here is shorthand for the group scalar prod-
uct (X,Z) as defined in [7]. Consider a second field Φ
that transforms like Ψ.
[T a,Φ] = (iξa
1
2
Y − ha)Φ (39)
From these relations it immediately follows that the
forms Φ˜Ψ and Φ˜Φ are invariant. Consider the matrix
eigenvalue equation for the matrix H
HΨ = λΨ. (40)
For a G1 such as SU(n) with structure constants anti-
symmetric in all three indices, this relation is covariant.
For each eigenvalue λ, it represents a set of N constraint
equations involving the N components of Ψ and the n1
components of the h field, but does not involve the po-
tentials Bµ,W
l
µ. We emphasize that the number of con-
straint equations in the set grows with the representation
size N . The transformations is linear on the h space hy-
persphere with unit radius hkhk = 1. It is convenient
to view how the constraints on the components of Ψ im-
posed by (40) change with positions on this hypersphere.
The invariant expressions Ka and Kb above involves
the potentials Bµ , W
l
µ and the components h
k, but not
components of Ψ. In addition, the invariance of the Fµ
under G1 provides a linear relationship between the po-
tentials at different points on the hypersphere.
The relations of the potentials on the hypersphere
taken together with a constraint like (40) on the compo-
nents of Ψ offers a possible means of explaining certain
experimental observations. For example, for the elec-
troweak application in a later section we show that the
vector potential Aµ becomes massless at the north pole
(h3 = 1) on the unit sphere. The constraint (40) used on
the right lepton field mandates that the right neutrino
νR must vanish at this pole point. This is one plausi-
ble explanation of one experimental observation. Viewed
differently, we could say that the massless photon is con-
fined to the north pole and the right neutrino is con-
fined elsewhere on the sphere. This is a different view of
confinement. This immediately raises the question as to
whether a constraint like (40) together with the potential
relations on a hypersphere for G1 = SU(3) could offer an
explanation for quark confinement.
Examination of the invariant forms Ka and Kb shows
that the mass terms for the potentials take on different
values on the hypersphere, so that the interpretation of
the particle will depend on the position on this sphere.
For example, the mass term for the Aµ field just men-
tioned only vanishes at the north pole, so that only at
this location can we view this field as the electromag-
netic vector potential. At other points, it is a massive
vector field with significant interactions with other po-
tential fields.
The above realizations offers a means of constructing
kinetic invariants other than the standard Yang-Mills
form. Since the Fµ are invariant under G1, and the
6V k = V hk transform linearly, we immediately have two
invariant forms.
KFL = ∂
µFρ∂µF
ρ, KV L = ∂
µVk∂µV
k, (41)
In addition, any function of of the invariant V 2 = V kV k
can be used.
C. Standard Lagrangian with Nonlinear SU(2)
In this section, we consider the basic electroweak pic-
ture within this framework with G1 = SU(2). Using
a Higgs doublet, and Za = ξa we arrive at a Lagrangian
that is basically the same as in the standard gauge picture
[2], [3]. The difference between the approaches occurs
in the conserved currents. These separate into a linear
and nonlinear part, each of which is separately conserved.
The nonlinear part involves the ξa and h
k quantities. Be-
cause of the involved detail, we relegate the current de-
velopment to an appendix. In the following section, we
describe an alternate Lagrangian structure. Below we
provide some detail to facilitate comparison of the two
Lagrangians.
We take G2 = SU(2) with C
ijk = ǫijk with ǫ111 = 1,
and we set τk = i2σ
k. The usual weak hypercharge eigen-
values are assumed. Following the gauge electroweak
model the left spinor SU(2) doublet state is defined as
follows.
L =
(
νL
eL
)
, L˜ =
(
ν¯L e¯L
)
(42)
Here, we use bold notation for the an eight dimension
vectors made up of a stacked of two four dimensional
spinors. To construct the Lagrangians, the following def-
initions are useful.
I =
( U 0
0 U
)
,Γµ =
(
γµ 0
0 γµ
)
, σ3 =
( U 0
0 −U
)
σ2 =
(
0 −iU
iI 0
)
, σ1 =
(
0 U
U 0
)
(43)
Here, U is the unit matrix in four dimensions. In this
section we use the usual eigenvalues for the electro-weak
hyperfine operator, Y L = −1L and Y eR = −2eR. (This
is changed in the following section.) We have the follow-
ing group action on the hk and on L.
[Ta, h
k] = ǫaklhl, h± =
1√
2
(h1 ± ih2) (44)
[Ta,L] =
i
2
σaL+ iξaT −L, T − = 1
2
(− I+H)
H =
(
h3U
√
2h−U√
2h+U −h3U
)
L (45)
For the singlet component we have
[Ta, eR] =
i
2
ξaY eR = −iξaeR. (46)
We use the following SU(2) doublet, Lorentz scalar fields
with Y = +1.
Φ =
(
Φ1
Φ2
)
,Ψ =
(
e¯RνL
e¯ReL
)
(47)
The generator action for Ta on Φ, or Ψ is expressed as
[Ta,Φ] =
i
2
σaΦ + iξaT +Φ, T + = 1
2
(U +H),
H =
[
h3
√
2h−√
2h+ −h3
]
(48)
Here, the actions on L, Φ and Ψ have a linear and non-
linear component, where the latter involve the ξa and hk
fields. We have the following invariants under both G1
and the Lorentz group.
Φ†Φ,Ψ†Ψ,Φ†Ψ,Ψ†Φ (49)
Using I = ( 1 1 1 1 ) and
Φ =
(
Φ1I
Φ2I
)
, Φ˜ = Φ†, (50)
we have the relations
Ψ†Φ = Φ1ν¯LeR +Φ2e¯LeR = L˜ΦeR (51)
Φ†Ψ = (Ψ†Φ)† = Φ∗1e¯RνL +Φ
∗
2e¯ReL = (L˜ΦeR)
†. (52)
To guide our analysis, consider first the following invari-
ant that is a common component in the Lagrangian for
the electroweak model.
K3 = −Ge(Ψ†Φ+ Φ†Ψ)
= −Ge(Φ1ν¯LeR +Φ2e¯LeR + Φ∗1e¯RνL +Φ∗2e¯ReL)
= −Ge(Φ1ν¯LeR +Φ∗1e¯RνL)
+Ge
1
2
(Φ2 − Φ∗2)(e¯ReL − e¯LeR)
−Ge 1
2
(Φ2 +Φ
∗
2)(e¯ReL + e¯LeR) (53)
In the standard electroweak model the last term in this
expression becomes, in a limit, the electron mass times
e¯e where e = eL + eR is the electron spinor. To describe
the electron’s mass, Φ2 must become in some limit, a real
constant commonly indicated by νo√
2
.
With the parameter notation change (d, γ)→ (−g′, g),
the transformations on the potentials are given by
[Ta, Bµ] =
1
g′
∂µξa, (54)
[Ta,W
l
µ] = ǫ
alkW kµ − ξahiǫiklW kµ +
1
g
∂µ(ξah
l). (55)
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[Ta,W
3
µ ] = ǫ
a3kW kµ − ξa[h1W 2µ − h2W 1µ ]
+
1
g
∂µ(ξah
3) = ǫa3kW kµ − iξa[h+W−µ − h−W+µ ]
+
1
g
∂µ(ξah
3), W±µ =
1√
2
(W 1µ ± iW 2µ) (56)
[Ta,W
±
µ ] =
1√
2
(
ǫa1k ± iǫa2k)W kµ ± iξah±W 3µ
∓iξaW±µ h3 +
1
g
∂µ(ξah
±). (57)
Here, the action on the W lµ potentials has a linear and
nonlinear component, where the latter involve the ξa and
hk fields.
Even though the group action on the potentials de-
pends on the fields ξa and hk, the covariant deriva-
tives acting on Φ,L and eR have the same general forms
as in the common electroweak gauge model. With the
above notation, we have the following covariant deriva-
tive forms.
DµL = ∂µL− i
2
PL (58)
P =
[
(gW 3µ − g′βµ)U g(W 1µ − iW 2µ)U
g(W 1µ + iW
2
µ)U (−gW 3µ − g′βµ)U
]
=
[
NZµU g
√
2W−U
g
√
2W+U [−N cos 2θwZµ − 2qAµ]U
]
(59)
The charge is given by
q =
g′g
N
. (60)
DµeR = ∂µeR + iBµg
′eR
= ∂µeR − iN sin θw2ZµeR + iqAµeR (61)
DµΦ = ∂µΦ− i
2
XµΦ (62)
Xµ =
[
gW 3µ + g
′βµ g
√
2W−
g
√
2W+ −gW 3µ + g′βµ
]
=
[
[N cos 2θwZµ + 2qAµ] g
√
2W−
g
√
2W+ −NZµ
]
(63)
In the above we used the standard potential relations.
(
W 3µ
βµ
)
=
(
cos(θw) sin(θw)
−sin(θw) cos(θw)
)(
Zµ
Aµ
)
(64)
cos(θw) =
g
N
, sin(θw) =
g′
N
,N =
√
(g′)2 + g2 (65)
To facilitate constructing the conserved currents, we
use a real Lagrangian. For the spinor fields we have the
following real invariants.
K1 =
1
2
[iL˜ΓµDµL+ (iL˜Γ
µDµL)
∗]
=
i
2
[ν¯Lγ
µ(∂µνL)− (∂µν¯L)γµνL]
+e¯Lγ
µ(∂µeL)− (∂µe¯L)γµeL]
+
1
2
[P 11µ ν¯Lγ
µνL + P
12
µ ν¯Lγ
µeL
P 21µ e¯Lγ
µνL + P
22
µ e¯Lγ
µeL] (66)
K2 =
1
2
[ie¯Rγ
µDµeR + (ie¯Rγ
µDµeR)
∗]
=
i
2
[e¯Rγ
µ(∂µeR)− (∂µe¯R)γµeR]
+
1
2
[2N sin2(θw)Zµ − 2qAµ]e¯RγµeR (67)
The matrix elements P ijµ in (66) can be read directly from
(59).
For the doublet field we have the real invariant form:
KΦ = (DµΦ)
†DµΦ = (∂µΦ∗i )∂µΦ
i
+
i
2
[Φ∗iX
ij
µ ∂
µΦj − (∂µΦ∗i )XµijΦj ] +
1
4
Φ∗iX
µ
ijX
jk
µ Φk (68)
With the Yang-Mills tensors given by (22), the Yang-
Mills field Lagrangian in the above notation becomes
KF = −1
4
(BµνB
µν +W kµνW
µν
k ) =
−1
4
(BµνB
µν +W 3µνW
µν
3 + 2W
+
µνW
µν
− ). (69)
The components in this expression are given in terms of
the electromagnetic potential and boson fields as:
Bµν = − sin(θw)Zµν + cos(θw)Fµν ,W 3µν =
cos(θw)Zµν + sin(θw)Fµν + ig(W
+
µ W
−
ν −W−µ W+ν ) (70)
(W 1µW
2
ν −W 2µW 1ν ) = i(W+µ W−ν −W−µ W+ν ) (71)
W±µν =
1√
2
(W 1µν ± iW 2µν) = D±µW±ν −D±ν W±µ . (72)
Here, Bµν = ∂µBν − ∂νBµ, Fµν = ∂µAν − ∂νAµ, Zµν =
∂µZν − ∂νZµ and:
D±µ = (∂µ ± igW 3µ) = (∂µ ± ig(
g
N
Zµ +
g′
N
Aµ)) (73)
Comparison with the electron components above shows
that W+µ has the same charge q as the electron, which is
negative.
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√
2, the invariant KΦ
given in (68) becomes
KΦ = +∂
µΦ∗2∂µΦ2 −
i
2
NZµ(Φ∗2∂µΦ2 − (∂µΦ∗2)Φ2)
+
1
4
Φ∗2Φ2(2g
2W−W+ +N2ZµZµ). (74)
Comparing the latter in the limit Φ2 → νo/
√
2 with the
kinetic terms in (69) leads to the following identification
for the boson masses.
MW =
νog
2
, MZ =
νoN
2
, MZ = cos(θw)MW (75)
In this limit we see from (66), (67) and (53), that the
electron mass is identified by
Me = Ge
νo√
2
(76)
If we combine the invariant expressions in (66), (67),
(53), (68) and (69) with a V (Φ4) potential, we have the
Lagrangian common to the standard electroweak gauge
model discussed in numerous text books. There are dif-
ferences at the transformation level from gauge theory.
The nonlinear component of the transformations of the
fields depend on the ξ and h field components which do
not appear explicitly in the above Lagrangian structure.
These fields do appear in the conserved currents associ-
ated with the parameters of G1. Details of the ingredi-
ents that go into the conserved currents is provided in
the Appendix.
D. Alternate Electroweak Lagrangian
There are two goals of this section. The first is
to describe SU(2) invariant Lagrangian forms involving
only the potentials and components of the adjoint field
V k = V hk. The second goal is to describe a modified
invariant Lagrangian for the lepton part. This form used
in conjunction with a covariant eigenvalue constraint on
the R (right-handed) lepton pair provides an explana-
tion of the absence of a free right-handed neutrino ( νR
) in weak decay. The hypersphere in the adjoint field V
becomes a real sphere.
Consider first the SU(2) invariant vector field Fµ with
the parameter change (d, γ)→ (−g′, g).
Fµ = gW
l
µV
l − g′V Bµ (77)
At the poles on the adjoint sphere we have
V3 → +V n : Fnµ = V nNZnµ ,
V3 → −V s : F sµ = −V s[Ncos2θwZsµ + 2qAsµ]. (78)
The labels (n, s) indicate that the values correspond to
the respective poles. We have Fnµ = F
s
µ if the points are
not disjoint such as having different vector polarizations.
Vector polarization is conserved on the sphere. For in-
stance, if F s2 = 0 for a given configuration type, then
F2 = 0 at any other point on the sphere for this configu-
ration type. The massless vector field Aµ can exist only
at the north pole.
We consider the two general invariants (34) and (32)
for G1 = SU(2).
Ka =
[g2
2
(
V 2W lµW
µ
l −W lµV lWµk V k
)− gW lµCµl ], (79)
Kb =
1
2
FµF
µ (80)
In the limit that V1 → 0, V2 → 0 the expression involv-
ing the AµAµ factor vanishes and the invariant Ka +Kb
reduces to
Ka +Kb → V
2
2
(2g2W−µ W
µ
+ +N
2ZµZµ). (81)
The space-time dependence of V is not specified but if
we make the notation change V → ν0/2 , we obtain the
same form as the expression involving theW±µ boson and
Zµ mass terms seen in (74). With the above potential
Lagrangian, the intermediate bosons obtain their masses
from the adjoint field V . This is a basic difference from
the scalar field term (74) where these masses arise from
the fundamental doublet field. Here, the intermediate
boson masses are obtained from a SU(2) vector in con-
trast to the usual Higgs SU(2) doublet field. This is an
important point in light of the fact that the Higgs doublet
has not been discovered even with enormous effort to find
it. This shifts the focus from the Higgs doublet to the
adjoint, or vector field as a source of the boson masses.
We need to address the possible physical interpretation
of the V field.
One of the first questions is to ask whether or not some
components of the V field are charged. This information
must be contained in the Lagrangian. Consider the fol-
lowing Lagrangian combination for the non lepton part.
KNL =
1
2
∂µV k∂µV
k +KF +Ka +Kb =
1
2
∂µV 3∂µV
3
+KF + (∂
µV + + igWµ3 V
+)(∂µV
− − igW 3µV −)
+
g2
2
(
2V 2W+µ W
−
µ
−(W+µ V − +W−µ V +)(Wµ+V− +Wµ−V+)
)
−g(W 1µCµ1 +W 2µCµ2 ) +Kb (82)
This expression involves the quantities
C3µ = V2∂µV1 − V1∂µV2 = −i(V +∂µV − − V −∂µV +)
V 2⊥ = V
2
1 + V
2
2 = 2V
+V − .(83)
Inspection of (82) shows that the V ± involve the same
covariant derivatives that appear in the field terms for
the W± potentials. An essential part of this covariant
derivative form is the first order kinetic term gW lµC
µ
l
9required in order forKa to be invariant. The group action
on the V space corresponds to the linear rotation group
on the sphere with radius V . The action on the potentials
is nonlinear. Consider the mass terms M2AAµA
µ/2 and
M2ZZµZ
µ/2 that occur in the above Lagrangian. With a
little effort, we obtain
M2A = 2q
2(V 2 − V V3),
M2Z =
g4 + (g′)4
N2
V 2 + 2q2V V3. (84)
From these expressions,we obtain the following relation.
M2A +M
2
Z = N
2V 2 (85)
Consider features corresponding to places on the V
sphere. At the point V3 = V we haveMA = 0 so that this
point corresponds to the massless photon field and the
intermediate bosons take on the mass values discussed
above. However, at any other point masses for the Zµ
and Aµ take on different values. It is incorrect to view
the Aµ field as a photon field except at the V3 = V point.
For reference, we call this point the photon pole, or north
pole. At V3 → −V we have MA → 2qV . We have the
ratio
MA(V = −V )
MZ(V3 = V )
=
2qV
NV
=
2q
N
. (86)
Within the uncertainties of the experimental constants,
this number is less than one, but still large so that the
Aµ at the south V space pole is very massive. The Zµ
particle at this south pole is also massive. Putting in
values g = 0.625, g′ = 0.357 and V = 126.7Gev/c2 we
obtain MA ≃ 78.5Gev/c2 and MZ ≃ 46.3Gev/c2 at this
pole. Small changes in these parameters will not change
the fact that these bosons are very heavy at this pole.
With that said, the interaction terms will produce signif-
icant energy shifts from these values in a more complete
solution. However, except at the north V space pole, we
have two massive interacting ”neutral” fields Aµ and Zµ.
The form in the standard model for the right-handed
electron invariant (67) permitted the SU(2) symmetry
while accommodating (but not explaining) the absence of
the right-handed neutrino in in weak interactions. Here,
we consider an alternate picture that offers an explana-
tion of the absence of the right-handed neutrino in such
processes. We use the notation ν, e for two-four compo-
nent spinors that will become the neutrino and electron
respectively only in certain limits, but will take on dif-
ferent interpretations in other cases. To construct an
invariant lepton term, we consider an alternate formula-
tion for which Y eR = −1eR with the right-handed field
R defined by
R =
(
νR
eR
)
, R˜ =
(
ν¯R e¯R
)
. (87)
The transformation on R and corresponding covariant
derivative are exactly like those for L.
[Ta,R] =
i
2
σaR+ iξaT −R (88)
DµR = ∂µR− i
2
PR (89)
We replace (67) with the following invariant
KM2 =
1
2
[iR˜ΓµDµR+ (iR˜Γ
µDµR)
∗]
=
i
2
[ν¯Rγ
µ(∂µνR)− (∂µν¯R)γµνR]
+e¯Rγ
µ(∂µeR)− (∂µe¯R)γµeR]
+
1
2
[P 11µ ν¯Rγ
µνR + P
12
µ ν¯Lγ
µeR
P 21µ e¯Rγ
µνR + P
22
µ e¯Rγ
µeR] (90)
The invariant (53) is replaced by the invariant
KM3 = −m[L˜R + R˜L]
= −m[ν¯RνL + ν¯LνR]−m[e¯ReL + e¯LeR]. (91)
Here m is the mass of the electron. The reader should
recall that in the standard model the electron mass term
involved a product of a constant times a Higgs doublet
component. Here, we could express the mass as a prod-
uct of a constant times the invariant V , but we have no
symmetry justification for it. Both bracket expressions
in (91) are needed for SU(2) invariance.
We now turn our attention to the question about the
right-handed neutrino νR. We impose the following ma-
trix eigenvalue constraint on R.
HR =
[
h3 (h1 − ih2)
(h1 + ih2) −h3
]
R = λR. (92)
The eigenvalues are
λ± = ±h, h =
√
hkhk = 1. (93)
This matrix eigenvalue equation is covariant under the
group for either of the eigenvalues. Here, we consider the
case for λ = −1, for which the two dimensional eigen-
value constraint can be expressed by the following two
equations.
(1 + h3)νR +
√
2h−eR = 0, (94)√
2h+νR + (1 − h3)eR = 0 (95)
These two equations require that the right-handed neu-
trino νR vanish at the north pole h3 = 1. This is the point
where the Aµ field becomes massless, and the interme-
diate boson masses take on the observed relative ratios.
This is one reasonable explanation of the observed ab-
sence of the right-handed neutrino in weak interactions.
This constraint does not mean that νR vanish at other
points on the h sphere. At points other than at h3 = −1
we may re-express the first of these constraint equations
as
νR =
−√2h−
1 + h3
eR. (96)
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What does this mean? It means that at places other than
the V3 = V pole the spinor ν has become massive, and
is thus no longer a neutrino. With this, consider that
the constraint (92) requires that the eR spinor vanish at
the south pole V3 = −V , so that the spinor e becomes
massless. Is it a left-handed neutrino? The answer is no,
unless all of the massive potentials including Aµ vanish.
In this case, it becomes a different type of left handed
neutrino as determined by the way it interacts. With
the presence of a nonzero Aµ field in the Lagrangian, one
is tempted to think that this massless spinor would be
affected by the electromagnetic field. This is not the case
because at this south pole the Aµ field is very massive,
and perhaps short lived. The Aµ field like the spinor
fields morph between massive and massless fields with
changing positions on this sphere. At this V3 = −V pole,
the spinor ν becomes massive, and is again no longer a
neutrino. With the above Lagrangian, the ν spinor has
the mass of the electron at the V3 = V pole.
Consider a a view of the whole sphere. Points other
than the north and south pole correspond to nonzero V ±
fields. Recall from (72), (73) and (82) that the V ± fields
and the W±µ fields have the same covariant derivative
D±µ = (∂µ ± igW 3µ) = (∂µ ± ig(
g
N
Zµ +
g′
N
Aµ)). (97)
At points other than the north pole, both the Aµ and
Zµ fields are massive. It would be impossible to manip-
ulate the V± and W±µ fields with an apparatus based
on a massless field at points other than the north pole.
There is no interaction with the massless field except at
the north pole. There, the V ± fields vanish. There, we
should observe the W±µ fields, and we do. We could ob-
serve the V ± fields if we could build an apparatus based
on the massive Aµ field. What about the leptons at
places other than the poles? The two leptons are mas-
sive, and interact with the massive potential fields. With
the constraint (92) the two right-handed components are
coupled, so that in deriving the field equations from the
Lagrangian, this constraint must be invoked. Because of
this constraint, the leptons will interact with the V field
even if the massive potentials vanish.
The question is ”What physical interpretation do these
massive leptons have at non-pole points?” They have
mass and should play a role in gravity, especially if there
are many of them. They are difficult to detect by usual
means. They have the characteristics of WIMPS, offering
a Fermion contribution for part of the ”missing” mass.
The V ± fields and the four massive potentials offer a bo-
son explanation for part of the missing mass. In fact,
any massive field or potential in the non-pole part of the
V sphere could offer a contribution to the missing mass.
This non-pole world is observable by gravity, otherwise,
it is difficult to observe because there we do not have the
massless electromagnetic field to help in acceleration and
detection of these particles. Put in layman language,
these particles do not see the massless electromagnetic
field that exist only at the north pole.
In the above we have considered the constraint for λ =
−1 on the right leptons. For the λ = +1 eigenvalue we
have the following constraint equations.
(−1 + h3)νR +
√
2h−eR = 0, (98)√
2h+νR − (1 + h3)eR = 0 (99)
From this we see that eR → 0 at the north pole but there
is no restriction on the right-handed neutrino. The neu-
trino can have a mass if the right handed neutrino does
not vanish there for some other reason. At the south pole,
the right-handed neutrino must vanish, and the ”elec-
tron” spinor remains massive. Its interpretation is not
clear since there is no massless (electromagnetic) field.
For either eigenvalue case there is no massive left-handed
neutrino when the right-handed neutrino vanishes. The
invariants Ka and Kb in this section are independent of
whether or not we impose constraints on the right handed
leptons.
E. Summary
In this study we have described in some detail the Lie
Algebra of a particular type of nonlinear realization of
Lie groups that leads to interactions via covariant deriva-
tives. These realizations differ from local gauge realiza-
tions in that the group parameters are global, and the
interaction arises from the dependence, generally nonlin-
ear, of the transformation of one field on another. These
realizations are characterized by a field V whose compo-
nents transforms via the adjoint representation. These
can be viewed as linear transformations on a hypersphere
with radius given by V =
√
V kV k. The surface of this
hypersphere provides a convenient reference to describe
the changes of the fields and potentials.
In section B we presented two invariant forms involv-
ing the potentials and V space components but not the
leptons. Covariant matrix constraints, which if imposed,
place restrictions on certain field components so that they
vanish at certain places on the hypersphere. Fields, po-
tentials and features morph in changing from one posi-
tion to another. For instance, masses can change, going
in some cases from very massive to massless. Different
positions on the hypersphere at a given space-time point
correspond to the presence of different fields and poten-
tials at this space-time point. The physical interpretation
of the symmetry is active.
The above general features are made more specific by
a study of the electroweak interaction in this picture. In
section C we first show that the standard gauge elec-
troweak Lagrangian is invariant in this picture. As in
gauge theory this invariant form makes use of a Higgs
doublet to build around the fact that the right-handed
neutrino is not observed.
In section D, we presented an alternate Lagrangian
structure together with a covariant constraint on the
right- handed lepton field. We use the same constants
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as used in the standard model described in the previ-
ous section.The hypersphere becomes a three dimensional
sphere. In different surface zones on this sphere, the
physical fields differ to the extent that fields in one zone
can have different features than fields in another zone.
The first zone of interest is the north pole (V 3 = V ).
There we obtain a collection of events that happens no
where else on the sphere. First, the Aµ field becomes
massless. At this point we can have electromagnetic
interactions. An invariant lepton mass term is used in
which the right-handed neutrino field is not assumed a
priori to be zero. An eigenvalue constraint on the right-
handed lepton pair is invoked. It requires that the right-
handed neutrino to vanish, but only at this point. The
last thing that happens at this point is that the alternate
invariant Lagrangian at this point provides the same bo-
son mass ratio MZ
MW
found in the standard gauge model.
This is the only point where this happens.These features
are consistent with observation. The mass scale of the
bosons is determined by the radius V of the adjoint field,
not the Higgs doublet. It would appear that a great
deal of our observable physics happens at the north pole.
Are other points on the sphere hidden from observation
except via gravity? Perhaps not, but for these points,
observations need to be done, or classified via non elec-
tromagnet means.
A different zone is the south pole (V3 = −V ). There,
the Aµ field is very massive and we have no massless po-
tential. The covariant constraint with λ = −1 requires
that the right-handed electron vanish at this point. The
left-handed electron becomes massless. The physical in-
terpretation is not clear. Since there is no massless field
here to represent the electromagnetic field, we could ask
how this ”electron” could be observed. At this south
pole for this constraint, the lepton component that was
the neutrino at the north pole now has the mass of the
electron, but it is not an electron.
At all zones on the sphere other than the two poles
both lepton components have light masses. All four bo-
son potential fields are very masses. The mass of the Aµ
field decreases to zero as one approaches the north pole,
but is very heavy near the south pole. This large zone
between the poles may be difficult to access in the lab-
oratory because in this zone we have no massless field.
Fields in this zone are blind to the electromagnetic field.
Because of the large masses, interactions would perhaps
be fast. The two low mass leptons and four heavy bo-
son fields in this zone between the poles offer possible
support for a WIMP contribution to the missing mass.
It is incorrect to call the leptons, V space components
and vector bosons at points other than the north pole
”dark matter”. They simply cannot be seen with elec-
tromagnetic eyes that exist only at the north pole in this
model. Observation will depend on appropriate detectors
for this region, just like different detectors are needed for
different regions of the electromagnetic spectrum. The
existence of different types of neutrinos has been ob-
served. Some ”neutrinos” already detected by different
types of neutrino detectors may, in reality, be the light
mass leptons at points other than the north pole on the
V sphere. Just what is the signature of a neutrino, or
more directly, when is a lepton a neutrino?
The realizations presented here provide a conserved
current for the linear part and a conserved current for the
nonlinear. The form of the latter current corresponds to
conservation of charge at the north pole. These currents
are described in detail in the Appendix. The general
development in sections A and B was presented as a
foundation not only for the SU(2) electroweak applica-
tion here but for possible future applications of SU(3),
and other Lie groups. Two begging question raised by
this study are: Can an explanation of quark confinement
be obtained via this approach? Do ”free” quarks exist
but are just blind to our usual means of detection?
F. Appendix: Conserved Currents
Here, we first look at the details of the components
that go into the conserved currents for the standard La-
grangian made from a sum of the (66), (67), (53), (68)
and (69) terms together with a V (Φ4) potential. We
then provide details for the conserved currents for the
modified Lagrangian. With a real Lagrangian we can
use Jµa (F
∗
i ) = J
µ
a (Fi)
∗ for each complex field component
Fi. The generator action for each field and potential sep-
arates into a linear and nonlinear part.
[Ta, Fi] = [Ta, Fi]L + [Ta, Fi]NL (100)
The ”L” label for linear should not be confused with the
same label for left on the spinors. Both the linear and
nonlinear current parts are separately conserved since
when ξa → 0 the nonlinear current vanish and the linear
parts are unchanged. Separate conserved currents were
also obtained in the nonlinear extension of representa-
tions of SL(2, C) in [1]. Below, we list the detailed ex-
pressions for both factors in the following current terms
for each variable in the Lagrangian.
Jµa (Fi) = Π
µ(Fi)[Ta, Fi], Π
µ(Fi) =
∂K
∂Fi,µ
,
(101)
To facilitate constructing the conserved linear and con-
served nonlinear currents, we separate the linear and
nonlinear generator action in the following list. For the
spinors we have the forms:
Πµ(νL) =
i
2
ν¯Lγ
µ
[Ta, νL]L =
i
2
(σ11a νL + σ
12
a eL),
[Ta, νL]NL =
i
2
ξa[(h3 − 1)νL +
√
2h−eL] (102)
Πµ(eL) =
i
2
e¯Lγ
µ
12
[Ta, eL]L =
i
2
(σ21a νL + σ
22
a eL),
[Ta, eL]NL =
i
2
ξa[
√
2h+νL − (h3 + 1)eL] (103)
Πµ(eR) =
i
2
e¯Rγ
µ, [Ta, eR] = −iξaeR (104)
There is no linear action on the singlet eR field. For the
alternate picture, the right-handed lepton factors are like
those factors above for the left-handed leptons. For the
potentials, we have:
Πµ(W±ρ ) = −Wµρ∓
[Ta,W
±
ρ ]L =
1√
2
(ǫa1k ± iǫa2k)W kρ
[Ta,W
±
ρ ]NL = ±iξah±[cos(θw)Zρ + sin(θw)Aρ]
∓iξaW±ρ h3 +
1
g
∂ρ(ξah
±) (105)
Πµ(Zρ) = −Zµρ + iN cos2(θw)[Wµ+W ρ− −W ρ+Wµ−]
[Ta, Zρ]L = cos(θw)ǫ
a3kW kρ
[Ta, Zρ]NL = −iξa cos(θw)[h+W−ρ − h−W+ρ ]
+
1
N
[ξa∂ρh3 + (h3 − 1)∂ρξa] (106)
Πµ(Aρ) = −Fµρ + iq[Wµ+W ρ− −W ρ+Wµ−]
[Ta, Aρ]L = sin(θw)ǫ
a3kW kρ
[Ta, Aρ]NL = −iξa sin(θw)[h+W−ρ − h−W+ρ ]
+
tan(θw)
N
ξa∂ρh3 +
1
q
[sin2(θw)h3 + cos
2(θw)]∂ρξa(107)
Finally, for the scalar components we have:
Πµ(Φ1) = ∂
µΦ∗1 +
i
2
(
[N cos 2θwZµ + 2qAµ]Φ
∗
1
+g
√
2Wµ+Φ
∗
2
)
[Ta,Φ1]L =
i
2
(σ11a Φ1 + σ
12
a Φ2),
[Ta,Φ1]NL =
i
2
ξa[(1 + h3)Φ1 +
√
2h−Φ2] (108)
Πµ(Φ2) = ∂
µΦ∗2 +
i
2
ξa
[
g
√
2Wµ−Φ
∗
1 −NZµΦ∗2
]
[Ta,Φ2]L =
i
2
(σ21a Φ1 + σ
22
a Φ2),
[Ta,Φ2]NL =
i
2
ξa[
√
2h+Φ1 + (1− h3)Φ2] (109)
Each variable in the Lagrangian contributes to the con-
served current for each parameter of G1. The linear
current is obtained by taking products of the term and
adding the complex conjugate where appropriate. The
nonlinear part needs some discussion. We consider the
nonlinear part below, leaving off the NL label for conve-
nience. The lepton contribution is
Jµa (l) =
ξa
2
[
(1− h3)ν¯LγµνL + (1 + h3)e¯LγµeL
−
√
2h−ν¯LγµeL −
√
2h+e¯LγµνL
]
+ ξae¯RγµeR. (110)
The individual potential contributions to the conserved
currents are
Jµa (W+) = −Wµρ−
[
− iξah+[cos(θw)Zρ + sin(θw)Aρ]
+iξaW
+
ρ h3 +
1
g
∂ρ(ξah
+)
]
,
Jµa (W−) = −Wµρ+
[
+ iξah
−[cos(θw)Zρ + sin(θw)Aρ]
−iξaW−ρ h3 +
1
g
∂ρ(ξah
−)
]
,
Jµa (Z) =
(
− Zµρ + iN cos2(θw)[Wµ+W ρ− −W ρ+Wµ−]
)
(
iξa cos(θw)[h
+W−ρ − h−W+ρ ]
+
1
N
[ξa∂ρh3 + (h3 − 1)∂ρξa]
)
,
Jµa (A) =
(
− Fµρ + iq[Wµ+W ρ− −W ρ+Wµ−]
)
(
iξa sin(θw)[h
+W−ρ − h−W+ρ ] +
tan(θw)
N
ξa∂ρh3
+
1
q
[sin2(θw)h3 + cos
2(θw)]∂ρξa
)
. (111)
For the scalar field we have the following current contri-
bution.
Jµa (Φ) = iξa
[
(∂µΦ†)T+Φ− Φ†T+∂µΦ]
−ξa
4
[
Φ†(XµT+ + T+Xµ)Φ
]
(112)
For use with the alternate Lagrangian the above lepton
contribution is replaced by
Jµa (l) =
ξa
2
[
(1− h3)ν¯LγµνL + (1 + h3)e¯LγµeL
−
√
2h−ν¯LγµeL −
√
2h+e¯LγµνL
]
+
ξa
2
[
(1− h3)ν¯RγµνR + (1 + h3)e¯RγµeR
−
√
2h−ν¯RγµeR −
√
2h+e¯RγµνR
]
. (113)
By summing the above terms, we obtain a separate
conserved current for each group parameter. However the
terms include ξa and ∂
µξa factors differ for each group
parameter and do not appear in the Lagrangian. The
above total current has the general form
Jµa = ξaC
µ +ΣiS
µρ
i F
i
ρξa +ΣiS
µρ
i G
i∂ρξa. (114)
Here, first term is for all non potential parts, and the last
two terms represent the potential contributions. Here,
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Sµρi = −Sρµi and the sum is over the contributions from
the four potentials. Using (25), we have
(∂µξa)
[
Cµ +ΣiS
µρ
i F
i
ρ +Σi∂ρ(S
ρµ
i G
i)
]
+ξa∂u
[
Cµ +ΣiS
µρ
i F
i
ρ
]
= 0. (115)
Since the ξa will generally differ for each group parame-
ter, we satisfy this relation for all group parameters with
Cµ +ΣiS
µρ
i F
i
ρ +Σi∂ρ(S
ρµ
i G
i) = 0, (116)
∂µj
µ = 0, jµ = Cµ +ΣiS
µρ
i F
i
ρ. (117)
These two relations are mutually consistent since taking
∂u on the first leads directly to the second because of the
relation Sµρi = −Sρµi . The last expression means that the
little currents jµ are conserved. These currents do not
involve the ξacomponents. What this means is that con-
tained within these nonlinear realizations is a common
conserved quantity, independent of any particular group
parameter.
The conserved linear currents can be easily constructed
from the above factors. Care must be taken to add the
complex conjugate field contribution where appropriate.
What is the physical interpretation of the little current
jµ that arises via the nonlinear transformations? Some
insight can be gained by looking at the little current at
the two poles h3 = ±1. At the north pole (h3 = 1) for
the standard Lagrangian, we have from the above factors
jµ = e¯Lγ
µeL + e¯Rγ
µeR − i
[
Wµρ− W
+
ρ −Wµρ+ W−ρ
]
+i
[
(∂µΦ∗1)Φ1 − (∂µΦ1)Φ∗1
]
+
[
N cos 2θwZµ + 2qAµ
]
Φ∗1Φ1
− g√
2
[
Wµ+Φ
∗
2Φ1 +W
µ
−Φ2Φ
∗
1
]
. (118)
The little current at this pole is proportional to the
electromagnetic current density. For the alternate La-
grangian we drop the terms involving the Higgs doublet
Φ. At the north pole the V space components do not
contribute to the little current. At this pole V ± = 0.
The usual gauge theory practice is to set Φ1 = 0 and
Φ2 =
νo√
2
, a constant, in lowest order to generate the in-
termediate boson masses with the Higgs doublet. The
alternate Lagrangian generates the boson masses via the
adjoint V field.
At the south pole (h3 = −1) with the modified La-
grangian we have
jµ = ν¯Lγ
µνL + ν¯Rγ
µνR
+i
[
Wµρ− W
+
ρ −Wµρ+ W−ρ
]
. (119)
Recall that at this south pole the ν field has a mass and
the eL field has become massless. At neither pole do
the massless lepton fields contribute to the conserved lit-
tle current. Recall that at the south pole the Aµ boson
field is massive, so interpretation of the little current at
this pole is not as clear. Nevertheless, it is conserved.
For possible use, the Higgs field at this south pole would
contribute the following to the little current.
i
[
(∂µΦ∗2)Φ2 − (∂µΦ2)Φ∗2
]
+NZµΦ
∗
2Φ2
− g√
2
[
Wµ−Φ
∗
1Φ2 +W
µ
+Φ1Φ
∗
2
]
. (120)
Expressions for the currents at places other than the
poles are a bit complicated, but if needed, can be ob-
tained directly from the factors discussed above.
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Interactions and State Constraints via Induced Nonlinear Realizations of Lie Groups
Bill Dalton
Department of Physics, Astronomy and Engineering Science, St Cloud State University
(Dated: November 14, 2018)
This is a study of induced nonlinear realizations of a Lie group G in which the presence of one field
induces nonlinear transformations on another field. The covariant derivative structure is similar in
form to that for local gauge theory. For an arbitrary Lie group, basic equations and non standard
invariant Lagrangian forms are described. Covariant constraint equations that place restrictions on
field components are presented. With G = SU(2), a detail application to the electroweak model
is discussed. We first show that the standard Lagrangian for the gauge SU(2) × U(1) electroweak
model is invariant. We then show that an alternate invariant Lagrangian is also possible. In it,
the intermediate boson masses arise from the adjoint field rather than from the Higgs doublet. An
alternate invariant lepton Lagrangian is presented. Covariant constraint on the right-handed lepton
field lead to two right-handed neutrino fields. One vanishes at the point where we obtain a massless
(photon) field and the second one has no interaction. This provides a clear explanation why weak
interactions do not involve right-handed neutrinos, while permitting neutrinos with mass. This
model also indicates a different region of matter involving coupled leptons that are ”blind” to the
massless electromagnetic field but ”see” four massive potentials that are themselves blind to the
electromagnetic field. We argue that these more difficult to detect ”dark” fields provide a possible
contribution to the missing mass.
PACS numbers: 12.60.-i, 11.30.-j, 11.30.Na, 13.15.+g
I. INTRODUCTION
Directly confronting present theories are several ex-
perimental observations. We mention four. One of these
is the complete absence of the right-handed neutrino in
weak decay. A second is neutrino oscillations, an obser-
vation that can be described with neutrinos that have
different masses. This requires an explanation for differ-
ent neutrino masses together with difference in neutrinos
as judged in the way they interact with other leptons.
There is extensive evidence ( although indirectly ) of
missing mass and missing energy in cosmological data.
A fourth observation is that no free quarks are observed.
Some of our ”standard” models are constructed to ac-
commodate, but not explain some of these observations
such as no right-handed neutrino. The standard gauge
models, in particular the electroweak model has been
very successful in describing particle states and cross sec-
tions. Alternate, or extended models must include much
of the successful features of these models.
This study is about a nonlinear transformation ap-
proach to interactions that has many of the successful
features of gauge theory, while offering a plausible ex-
planations for at least two of the above observations, no
right-handed neutrino and neutrino mass. It raises pos-
sible explanations for other observations. It is a devel-
opment of a limited version of the nonlinear realizations
outlined in the Appendix of [1].
In these realizations, the nonlinear component of the
transformation on a field Ψ depends on the presence of
one or more other fields which we call the inducing fields.
The development here is for the case where one inducing
field V transforms via the adjoint representation. This
correspond to linear transformations on a hypersphere
with radius V =
√
V kV k where the implied sum is over
the number of generators of the group. For convenience
we discuss how different fields, potentials and their fea-
tures such as mass values are morphed from one point to
another on this hypersphere.
A configuration point corresponds to a set
[L,R, Aµ,W
k
µ , V
k] of left and right leptons, covari-
ant potentials and inducing adjoint field components,
all of which can interact with other members at that
point. Different points correspond in general to different
physics. The symmetry transformations connect differ-
ent configuration points of a given type. We classify
points as disjoint if they cannot be connected by the
symmetry. For example, points with different vector
polarization modes are disjoint. Another example is
points with different radius values V on the hypersphere.
We provide two non-standard invariants involving the
potentials and V k components for groups like SU(n)
that have structure constants that are antisymmetric in
all three indices. One of these invariants is completely
algebraic and linear. The other involves a kinetic term.
Configuration points that are not disjoint have the same
value for these invariants.
Any theory involving nonlinearity raises the question
of superposition. Because the nonlinear transformations
depend on the unit vectors hk = V k/V , superposition of
potentials of two configuration points is allowed when the
V space components are parallel, that is, on the same V
space radius vector. Otherwise, superposition of poten-
tials is generally not allowed. In the electroweak applica-
tion, superposition of massless electromagnetic potentials
is allowed because all massless potentials lie on the same
radial vector. The allowed superposition of two paral-
lel V space vectors is very important because the net V
space radius scales the masses of the potential bosons.
2This brings up the possibility of coherence playing a pos-
sible role in enhancing the strength of the missing mass.
Covariant constraint relation are described which, if
imposed, can provide restrictive relations on the com-
ponents of the field Ψ. These covariant constraints do
not restrict the transformations. Rather, they can for-
bid certain components of Ψ from having nonzero values
at certain configuration points while imposing relations
between the components of Ψ at other points. These con-
straints can offer possible explanations for certain unex-
plained physical observations such as the absence of the
right-handed neutrino in weak decay.
We give a detailed description for the electroweak
model in this picture. First, we show that it is possi-
ble to reproduce the invariant Lagrangian structure of
the standard gauge model.[2] [3] We then provide an al-
ternate Lagrangian structure. The same Yang-Mills [4]
structure is used for the potential kinetic part. For the
mass terms for the potentials we use the new invariants
available in these realizations. From these, the masses
for the Zµ and W
±
µ bosons arise from the adjoint field
V . This is in sharp contrast to the gauge model where
the Higgs doublet provides the masses. Using a right-
handed lepton composed of a right-handed neutrino and
right-handed electron spinor, is is easy to construct an
invariant lepton Lagrangian. However, one is immedi-
ately confronted with the experimental data which does
not support a right-handed neutrino in weak decay. This
is one reason the Higgs doublet field was introduced.
To confront this dilemma here, we use a covariant con-
straint on the right-handed lepton components. This con-
straint does not break the symmetry, it is covariant and
thus holds at all points on the real hypersphere. Covari-
ant constraint equations can be obtain from one of two
eigenstates. The lepton physics completely differs for the
two cases. At the pole V3 = V (called the north pole here)
the mass ratio MZ
MW
for the intermediate bosons take on
the usual value, the mass for the Aµ field is zero and
one constraint choice requires the right-handed neutrino
to vanish, but only at this point. This is the only place
on the hypersphere where this experimentally observed
combination happens. The second eigenvalue constraint
leads to a right-handed neutrino that does not vanish
at the north pole, but which does not participate in the
electroweak process. This right-handed neutrino permits
the possibility of having a neutrino mass.
At other places on the sphere the ratio MZ
MW
changes,
the Aµ field becomes massive and the right-handed lep-
ton is not zero. Leptons and potentials at points other
than the north pole do not ”see” the massless electromag-
netic field. Instead, they see the heavy Aµ vector field.
Different points on the V sphere represent different phys-
ical states. To change from one point to another in the
laboratory requires a physical change of the V k fields.
This is why we refer to these symmetries as active.
At all non pole points the Aµ field is massive and both
leptons are massive. The massive leptons and four mas-
sive potentials in the non pole zone could contribution
to the missing mass problem. This theory offers two sep-
arately conserved currents, one for the linear part and
one for the nonlinear part. For the nonlinear part, the
conserved current reduces to conservation of charge at
the north pole. At other points where we do not have a
massless Aµ field the interpretation is not clear.
Again, it is stressed that in this theory, physical inter-
pretation of these symmetries is active. This means that
points on the V hypersphere corresponds to the physical
presence of the corresponding component fields V k. For
the electroweak application a point on the sphere is de-
termined by the presence of the V3 field and the two V
±
fields. These field components help determine the nature
of the boson fields as well as the lepton fields. There may
be different V space points and corresponding potentials
at the same space-time point. Where superposition is
permitted, the radius of the hypersphere could change.
Since this V sphere radius scales the masses, there is the
clear possibility that coherence of the contributions to
the V k fields could enhance the mass, and thus contribute
to the missing mass. This raises a common question of
concern. Is the field (whether the Higgs doublet, or the
adjoint field) that scales the boson masses, a constant,
or is it the net field resulting from a superposition that
could differ in different parts of the universe?
We treat the infinitesimal generators as differential op-
erators in the group parameter space, with [Ta, GF ] =
[Ta, G]F +G[Ta, F ]. [6],[7] We indicate the group struc-
ture constants as Cabc. Except for the space-time indices,
we freely place the group indices as superscripts, or as
subscripts as needed for simplicity. We use the space-
time metric gµν = [1,−1,−1,−1]. The realizations here
are but one of many types of nonlinear realizations of Lie
groups. A number of references to similar realizations,
including co-set realizations can be found in [1], [5], [8]
and [9].
In section A we discuss the infinitesimal transforma-
tions, covariant derivatives, and Yang-Mills fields for an
arbitrary Lie group. The aim is to establish basic equa-
tions for applications for, and beyond, the SU(2) elec-
troweak application here. In section B we discuss su-
perposition, covariant constraints and two invariants for
a Lie group in which the structure constants are totally
antisymmetric in the three indices. These invariants can
be used to construct invariant Lagrangians. In section
C we show that the standard Lagrangian for the gauge
electroweak model with the Higgs doublet is invariant
with these transformations. In section D we use the new
invariants and covariant constraints to construct an alter-
nate Lagrangian for the electroweak interaction. Finally
we discuss in detail the two conserved currents in the
Appendix.
A. Infinitesimal Transformations
We consider the Lie algebra of a continuous symmetry
group G1 acting simultaneously on a field Ψ and one or
3more fields represented here by Φ. In one special cat-
egory, these infinitesimal transformations are expressed
in part in terms of generators of a second continuous
group G2. We refer to G2 as the ”hidden” symmetry
group. These realizations follow the outline given in the
appendix of [1] . In general, for g(δα) ∈ G1, where δα
represents the infinitesimal group parameters, we study
the simultaneous transformations
g(δα): {Φ → Φ′(δα,Φ), Ψ→ Ψ′(δα,Φ,Ψ) (1)
The particular feature in equation (1) to notice here is
that the transformation on the field Ψ depends on the
field Φ. The first order expansions of these transforma-
tions are written as follows.
Ψ′ = UΨ = Ψ+ δαa[T a,Ψ] (2)
Φ′ = Φ+ δαa[T a,Φ] (3)
We use the convention that the indices a, b.. label the
generators and components of G1 and that a repeated
index implies summation over the n1 generators of the
algebra. If the Lie algebra is to be satisfied when act-
ing on a function S, the generators T a must satisfy the
commutation rules;
[T a, [T b, S]]− [T b, [T a, S]] = Cabc[T c, S] (4)
The associative property of G1 require the structure con-
stants Cabc = −Cbac to satisfy the Jacobi identity.
CabcCcdm + CbdcCcam + CdacCcbm = 0 (5)
Acting on an N component field Ψ, the infinitesimal gen-
erator action studied in this paper has the following form.
[T a,Ψ] = (iξa
1
2
Y − ha)Ψ (6)
Here, the operator Y is proportional to the unit matrix
with YΨ = yΨ. The group parameters are global, but
the local nature of the transformations arises via the de-
pendence of the transformations on the fields ξ and h.
This is the major difference between these transforma-
tions and those of local gauge theory. In physical inter-
pretation, the ξ and h fields must be considered in con-
junction with the covariant potentials required because
of the local nature of the transformations. For the spe-
cial case where the transformations induce a group G2,
we have
[T a,Ψ] = (iξa
1
2
Y − hai τ i)Ψ. (7)
The τ i are N ×N matrices that generate a linear repre-
sentation of the group G2 and are chosen to satisfy the
following relation.
[τ i, τ j ] = −Cijkτk (8)
We use the convention that the indices i, j.. label the
generators and components of G2 and that a repeated
index implies summation over the n2 generators of the
algebra ofG2. The following general relation follows from
(4).
i
2
([T a, ξb]− [T b, ξa]− Cabcξc)YΨ
−([T a, hb]− [T b, ha]− [hb, ha]− Cabchc)Ψ = 0 (9)
We consider the case where this equation splits into two
equations.
[T a, ξb]− [T b, ξa]− Cabcξck = 0 (10)
[T a, hb]− [T b, ha]− [hb, ha]− Cabchc = 0 (11)
For the special case described by (7) equation (11) be-
comes
[Ta, h
k
b ]− [Tb, hka] + hibhjaCijk − Cabchkc = 0. (12)
For arbitrary G1, the number of commutation equations
compared with the number of field variables can easily
lead to over conditioning. In (10) there are n1(n1−1)2
equations but only n1 components ξ
a. The number
of equations exceeds the number of field variables for
n1 > 3. Even so, realizations that satisfy the constraint
(10) can be found. For instance, many of the nonlin-
ear realizations of SL(2, C) in [5] satisfy this condition,
but the adjoint realization does not. For G1 = SU(2)
for example there are three ξa components appearing in
(10). The generator action for linear transformations on
a fundamental doublet in matrix form is
[Ti, ξ] = τiξ, ξ =
(
ξ3 + iξ4
ξ1 + iξ2
)
τi =
i
2
σi. (13)
The structure constants are the Levi-Civita tensors
Cijk = ǫijk. As operators acting on the individual com-
ponents we have
[Ti, ξj ] =
1
2
[−ξ4δij + ǫijkξk], [Ti, ξ4] = 1
2
ξi. (14)
These relations satisfy (10), but there may be others that
also satisfy (10).
To obtain covariant field equations for the local trans-
formations in (6), covariant derivatives are defined as in
local gauge theory.
DµΨ = ∂µΨ+ id
1
2
BµYΨ− γWµΨ (15)
(DµΨ)
′ = UDµΨ (16)
With Rµ = id
1
2BµY − γWµ equation (16) gives the fol-
lowing standard relation.
R′µ = URµU
−1 − (∂µU)U−1 (17)
4Here, BµY and Wµ are the diagonal and nondiagonal
field potentials with respective coupling constants d and
γ. The field tensors given in terms of R are defined as in
Yang-Mills gauge theory as follows.
Rµν = ∂µRν − ∂νRµ + [Rµ, Rν ] (18)
With (15) the transformation of these tensors is
R′µν = URµνU
−1. (19)
The above covariant relations are identical in form to
those of standard Yang-Mills gauge symmetries except
here Rµ contains both the diagonal and non diagonal
terms. Transformations of the diagonal and non-diagonal
components are considered below. Because of the pres-
ence of the fields ξ and h we have some differences in
detail. Because Y is proportional to the unit matrix, we
can satisfy the infinitesimal form of (17) with the follow-
ing relations.
[T a, Bµ] = −1
d
∂µξ
a (20)
[T a,Wµ] = −[ha,Wµ]− 1
γ
∂µh
a (21)
With Bµν = ∂µBν − ∂νBµ and
Wµν = ∂µWν − ∂νWµ − γ[Wµ,Wν ] (22)
we have
W ′µν = UWµνU
−1, B′µν = Bµν . (23)
For the special case (7), we assume Wµ =W
j
µτ
j giving
[T a,W lµ] = −haiCiklm W kµ −
1
γ
∂µh
a
l . (24)
This expression involves the potentials as well as the field
h. The fields ξ and h may or may not appear explicitly in
the Lagrangian. However, conservation rules correspond-
ing to the G1 symmetries will involve the ξ and h fields.
Let Fi represent all fields, including potentials, involved
in a Lagrangian and that satisfy the Euler-Lagrange field
equations. For each parameter of G1 Noether’s conser-
vation theorem reads.
∂µ(
∂K
∂Fi,µ
[T a, Fi]) = ∂µJ
µ
a = 0 (25)
The [T a, Fi] factors in the current components depend on
the fields ξ and h. The conserved current for a particular
nonlinear realization of the Lorentz group was described
in detail in [1]. There, it was shown that the nonlinear
current component was separately conserved.
B. Invariant Forms, Superposition and Covariant
Constraint
The covariant potentials combined with the inducing
fields ξa and ha offer a variety of possibilities in model-
ing physics. Here, we discuss a basic nonlinear realization
type that is extended from a linear realization. We then
consider some invariant forms. These can be used to
classify disjoint configurations which in this model corre-
spond to different physical states. We then discuss covari-
ant constraints that if invoked prevents certain compo-
nents of Ψ from existing in certain limits. One constraint
will be used in a latter section to provide an explanation
in this model of the absence of the right-handed neu-
trino in observed weak interactions. The discussion in
this section is for arbitrary groups, but will be used with
G2 = SU(2) in the next section where we discuss the
electroweak model in this picture. First, consider the
case where G1 = G2 with
haj = −δaj + Zaj . (26)
If the Zaj and ξ vanish, these realizations reduce to the
usual linear representations of G1. Put another way, the
usual linear realizations of a Lie group can be extended to
this type of nonlinear realization by including the ξ and
Z fields. We refer to this type of nonlinear realization as
extended. This type of extension for the diagonal term
only was studied in detail for the group SL(2, C) in [1].
The constraint (12) becomes
[Ta, Z
k
b ]− [Tb, Zka ] + ZjaCjbk − ZibCiak
+ZibZ
j
aC
ijk = CabcZkc . (27)
This equation is satisfied with the relations
Zkb = −Zbhk, h2 = hkhk = 1, [T a, hk] = Cakihi (28)
The hk components transform via the adjoint represen-
tation and the Zb satisfy
[T a, Zb]− [T b, Za]− CabcZc = 0. (29)
This equation is identical to (10) so that the Za could
be identified with the ξa as far as the group action is
concerned, but we emphasize that this is just one choice.
The potentials transform as follows.
[Ta,W
l
µ] = C
alkW kµ − ZahiCiklW kµ +
1
γ
∂µ(Zah
l) (30)
From this expression, it is clear that the nonlinear sec-
ond term forbids superposition of the potentials W lµ for
configuration points that have different hk components.
The hk represent the unit vector components in the hy-
persphere.This means that superposition is allowed only
for points in the V hypersphere that lie along the same
radial direction. With V k = V hk where V is a group in-
variant, and with Za = ξa, consider the composite boson
field F with components defined as
Fµ = γW
l
µV
l + βµV d. (31)
5For a G1 such as SU(n) with structure constants an-
tisymmetric in all three indices, it is easy to show
[Ta, Fµ] = 0 so that the Fµ are invariant under G1. We
have the following form that is invariant under both G1
and the Lorentz group.
Kb =
1
2
FµF
µ (32)
This invariant is independent of the eigenvalue of the
diagonal operator Y and depends only on the potentials
and the hk components and two coupling constants.
We can construct a second invariant using the following
quantities.
Clµ = V
iCilk∂µV
k. (33)
With these quantities consider the following expression.
Ka =
[γ2
2
(
V 2W lµW
µ
l −W lµV lWµk V k
)
+
γ
a
W lµC
µ
l
]
(34)
The constant a in the last term is needed to accommo-
date the normalization of the structure constants which
appear in this term via the Ckµ. A bit of work produces
the relation
[Tb,Ka] = γV
2ξb
[
W lµ∂µhl
+
1
a
(CiklClsnhihn)W
k
µ∂
µhs
]
. (35)
One can show that the first bracket factor of the second
term is symmetric in the indices (k, s) which we write as
follows.
CiklClsnhihn = b(δks − hkhs) (36)
The constant b depends on the normalization of the struc-
ture constants for the group G1, and must be calculated
from this equation once the basis for the structure con-
stants has been chosen. For SU(2) with Cijk = ǫijl one
can easily show b = −1. With the choice a = b and
hkhk = 1 the second term in (36) when used in (34) will
give zero and we immediately obtain [Tb,Ka] = 0 so that
Ka is an invariant under the group. By structure, it is
also invariant under the Lorentz group. Since the last
term in (34) has the a−1 factor, this form is invariant for
any choice of normalization of the structure constants.
With Za = ξa the transformation on Ψ becomes
[Ta,Ψ] = τaΨ+ iξa
1
2
[Y U +H ]Ψ, H = −2ihkτk (37)
where U is the unit matrix. The number of hk compo-
nents is equal to the number of group generators.
To form a quadratic invariant form Ψ˜Ψ, we define Ψ˜
to transform as
[T a, Ψ˜] = −Ψ˜(iξa 1
2
Y − ha) (38)
The form X˜Z here is shorthand for the group scalar prod-
uct (X,Z) as defined in [7]. Consider a second field Φ
that transforms like Ψ.
[T a,Φ] = (iξa
1
2
Y − ha)Φ (39)
From these relations it immediately follows that the
forms Φ˜Ψ and Φ˜Φ are invariant. Consider the matrix
eigenvalue equation for the matrix H
HΨ = λΨ. (40)
For a G1 such as SU(n) with structure constants anti-
symmetric in all three indices, this relation is covariant.
For each eigenvalue λ, it represents a set of N constraint
equations involving the N components of Ψ and the n1
components of the h field, but does not involve the po-
tentials Bµ,W
l
µ. We emphasize that the number of con-
straint equations in the set grows with the representation
size N . The transformations is linear on the h space hy-
persphere with unit radius hkhk = 1. It is convenient
to view how the constraints on the components of Ψ im-
posed by (40) change with positions on this hypersphere.
The invariant expressions Ka and Kb above involves
the potentials Bµ , W
l
µ and the components h
k, but not
components of Ψ. In addition, the invariance of the Fµ
under G1 provides a linear relationship between the po-
tentials at different points on the hypersphere.
The relations of the potentials on the hypersphere
taken together with a constraint like (40) on the compo-
nents of Ψ offers a possible means of explaining certain
experimental observations. For example, for the elec-
troweak application in a later section we show that the
vector potential Aµ becomes massless at the north pole
(h3 = 1) on the unit sphere. The constraint (40) used on
the right lepton field mandates that the right neutrino
νR must vanish at this pole point. This is one plausi-
ble explanation of one experimental observation. Viewed
differently, we could say that the massless photon is con-
fined to the north pole and the right neutrino is con-
fined elsewhere on the sphere. This is a different view of
confinement. This immediately raises the question as to
whether a constraint like (40) together with the potential
relations on a hypersphere for G1 = SU(3) could offer an
explanation for quark confinement.
Examination of the invariant forms Ka and Kb shows
that the mass terms for the potentials take on different
values on the hypersphere, so that the interpretation of
the particle will depend on the position on this sphere.
For example, the mass term for the Aµ field just men-
tioned only vanishes at the north pole, so that only at
this location can we view this field as the electromag-
netic vector potential. At other points, it is a massive
vector field with significant interactions with other po-
tential fields.
The above realizations offers a means of constructing
kinetic invariants other than the standard Yang-Mills
form. Since the Fµ are invariant under G1, and the
6V k = V hk transform linearly, we immediately have two
invariant forms.
KFL = ∂
µFρ∂µF
ρ, KV L = ∂
µVk∂µV
k, (41)
In addition, any function of of the invariant V 2 = V kV k
can be used.
C. Standard Lagrangian with Nonlinear SU(2)
In this section, we consider the basic electroweak pic-
ture within this framework with G1 = SU(2). Using
a Higgs doublet, and Za = ξa we arrive at a Lagrangian
that is basically the same as in the standard gauge picture
[2], [3]. The difference between the approaches occurs
in the conserved currents. These separate into a linear
and nonlinear part, each of which is separately conserved.
The nonlinear part involves the ξa and h
k quantities. Be-
cause of the involved detail, we relegate the current de-
velopment to an appendix. In the following section, we
describe an alternate Lagrangian structure. Below we
provide some detail to facilitate comparison of the two
Lagrangians.
We take G2 = SU(2) with C
ijk = ǫijk with ǫ111 = 1,
and we set τk = i2σ
k. The usual weak hypercharge eigen-
values are assumed. Following the gauge electroweak
model the left spinor SU(2) doublet state is defined as
follows.
L =
(
νL
eL
)
, L˜ =
(
ν¯L e¯L
)
(42)
Here, we use bold notation for the an eight dimension
vectors made up of a stacked of two four dimensional
spinors. To construct the Lagrangians, the following def-
initions are useful.
I =
( U 0
0 U
)
,Γµ =
(
γµ 0
0 γµ
)
, σ3 =
( U 0
0 −U
)
σ2 =
(
0 −iU
iI 0
)
, σ1 =
(
0 U
U 0
)
(43)
Here, U is the unit matrix in four dimensions. In this
section we use the usual eigenvalues for the electro-weak
hyperfine operator, Y L = −1L and Y eR = −2eR. (This
is changed in the following section.) We have the follow-
ing group action on the hk and on L.
[Ta, h
k] = ǫaklhl, h± =
1√
2
(h1 ± ih2) (44)
[Ta,L] =
i
2
σaL+ iξaT −L, T − = 1
2
(− I+H)
H =
(
h3U
√
2h−U√
2h+U −h3U
)
(45)
For the singlet component we have
[Ta, eR] =
i
2
ξaY eR = −iξaeR. (46)
We use the following SU(2) doublet, Lorentz scalar fields
with Y = +1.
Φ =
(
Φ1
Φ2
)
,Ψ =
(
e¯RνL
e¯ReL
)
(47)
The generator action for Ta on Φ, or Ψ is expressed as
[Ta,Φ] =
i
2
σaΦ + iξaT +Φ, T + = 1
2
(U +H),
H =
[
h3
√
2h−√
2h+ −h3
]
(48)
Here, the actions on L, Φ and Ψ have a linear and non-
linear component, where the latter involve the ξa and hk
fields. We have the following invariants under both G1
and the Lorentz group.
Φ†Φ,Ψ†Ψ,Φ†Ψ,Ψ†Φ (49)
Using I = ( 1 1 1 1 ) and
Φ =
(
Φ1I
Φ2I
)
, Φ˜ = Φ†, (50)
we have the relations
Ψ†Φ = Φ1ν¯LeR +Φ2e¯LeR = L˜ΦeR (51)
Φ†Ψ = (Ψ†Φ)† = Φ∗1e¯RνL +Φ
∗
2e¯ReL = (L˜ΦeR)
†. (52)
To guide our analysis, consider first the following invari-
ant that is a common component in the Lagrangian for
the electroweak model.
K3 = −Ge(Ψ†Φ+ Φ†Ψ)
= −Ge(Φ1ν¯LeR +Φ2e¯LeR + Φ∗1e¯RνL +Φ∗2e¯ReL)
= −Ge(Φ1ν¯LeR +Φ∗1e¯RνL)
+Ge
1
2
(Φ2 − Φ∗2)(e¯ReL − e¯LeR)
−Ge 1
2
(Φ2 +Φ
∗
2)(e¯ReL + e¯LeR) (53)
In the standard electroweak model the last term in this
expression becomes, in a limit, the electron mass times
e¯e where e = eL + eR is the electron spinor. To describe
the electron’s mass, Φ2 must become in some limit, a real
constant commonly indicated by νo√
2
.
With the parameter notation change (d, γ)→ (−g′, g),
the transformations on the potentials are given by
[Ta, Bµ] =
1
g′
∂µξa, (54)
[Ta,W
l
µ] = ǫ
alkW kµ − ξahiǫiklW kµ +
1
g
∂µ(ξah
l). (55)
7From these we have
[Ta,W
3
µ ] = ǫ
a3kW kµ − ξa[h1W 2µ − h2W 1µ ]
+
1
g
∂µ(ξah
3) = ǫa3kW kµ − iξa[h+W−µ − h−W+µ ]
+
1
g
∂µ(ξah
3), W±µ =
1√
2
(W 1µ ± iW 2µ) (56)
[Ta,W
±
µ ] =
1√
2
(
ǫa1k ± iǫa2k)W kµ ± iξah±W 3µ
∓iξaW±µ h3 +
1
g
∂µ(ξah
±). (57)
Here, the action on the W lµ potentials has a linear and
nonlinear component, where the latter involve the ξa and
hk fields.
Even though the group action on the potentials de-
pends on the fields ξa and hk, the covariant deriva-
tives acting on Φ,L and eR have the same general forms
as in the common electroweak gauge model. With the
above notation, we have the following covariant deriva-
tive forms.
DµL = ∂µL− i
2
PL (58)
P =
[
(gW 3µ − g′βµ)U g(W 1µ − iW 2µ)U
g(W 1µ + iW
2
µ)U (−gW 3µ − g′Bµ)U
]
=
[
NZµU g
√
2W−U
g
√
2W+U [−N cos 2θwZµ − 2qAµ]U
]
(59)
The charge is given by
q =
g′g
N
. (60)
DµeR = ∂µeR + iBµg
′eR
= ∂µeR − iN sin θw2ZµeR + iqAµeR (61)
DµΦ = ∂µΦ− i
2
XµΦ (62)
Xµ =
[
gW 3µ + g
′βµ g
√
2W−
g
√
2W+ −gW 3µ + g′βµ
]
=
[
[N cos 2θwZµ + 2qAµ] g
√
2W−
g
√
2W+ −NZµ
]
(63)
In the above we used the standard potential relations.
(
W 3µ
Bµ
)
=
(
cos(θw) sin(θw)
−sin(θw) cos(θw)
)(
Zµ
Aµ
)
(64)
cos(θw) =
g
N
, sin(θw) =
g′
N
,N =
√
(g′)2 + g2 (65)
To facilitate constructing the conserved currents, we
use a real Lagrangian. For the spinor fields we have the
following real invariants.
K1 =
1
2
[iL˜ΓµDµL+ (iL˜Γ
µDµL)
∗]
=
i
2
[ν¯Lγ
µ(∂µνL)− (∂µν¯L)γµνL]
+e¯Lγ
µ(∂µeL)− (∂µe¯L)γµeL]
+
1
2
[P 11µ ν¯Lγ
µνL + P
12
µ ν¯Lγ
µeL
P 21µ e¯Lγ
µνL + P
22
µ e¯Lγ
µeL] (66)
K2 =
1
2
[ie¯Rγ
µDµeR + (ie¯Rγ
µDµeR)
∗]
=
i
2
[e¯Rγ
µ(∂µeR)− (∂µe¯R)γµeR]
+
1
2
[2N sin2(θw)Zµ − 2qAµ]e¯RγµeR (67)
The matrix elements P ijµ in (66) can be read directly from
(59).
For the doublet field we have the real invariant form:
KΦ = (DµΦ)
†DµΦ = (∂µΦ∗i )∂µΦ
i
+
i
2
[Φ∗iX
ij
µ ∂
µΦj − (∂µΦ∗i )XµijΦj ] +
1
4
Φ∗iX
µ
ijX
jk
µ Φk (68)
With the Yang-Mills tensors given by (22), the Yang-
Mills field Lagrangian in the above notation becomes
KF = −1
4
(BµνB
µν +W kµνW
µν
k ) =
−1
4
(BµνB
µν +W 3µνW
µν
3 + 2W
+
µνW
µν
− ). (69)
The components in this expression are given in terms of
the electromagnetic potential and boson fields as:
Bµν = − sin(θw)Zµν + cos(θw)Fµν ,W 3µν =
cos(θw)Zµν + sin(θw)Fµν + ig(W
+
µ W
−
ν −W−µ W+ν ) (70)
(W 1µW
2
ν −W 2µW 1ν ) = i(W+µ W−ν −W−µ W+ν ) (71)
W±µν =
1√
2
(W 1µν ± iW 2µν) = D±µW±ν −D±ν W±µ . (72)
Here, Bµν = ∂µBν − ∂νBµ, Fµν = ∂µAν − ∂νAµ, Zµν =
∂µZν − ∂νZµ and:
D±µ = (∂µ ± igW 3µ) = (∂µ ± ig(
g
N
Zµ +
g′
N
Aµ)) (73)
Comparison with the electron components above shows
that W+µ has the same charge q as the electron, which is
negative.
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√
2, the invariant KΦ
given in (68) becomes
KΦ = +∂
µΦ∗2∂µΦ2 −
i
2
NZµ(Φ∗2∂µΦ2 − (∂µΦ∗2)Φ2)
+
1
4
Φ∗2Φ2(2g
2W−W+ +N2ZµZµ). (74)
Comparing the latter in the limit Φ2 → νo/
√
2 with the
kinetic terms in (69) leads to the following identification
for the boson masses.
MW =
νog
2
, MZ =
νoN
2
, MZ = cos(θw)MW (75)
In this limit we see from (66), (67) and (53), that the
electron mass is identified by
Me = Ge
νo√
2
(76)
If we combine the invariant expressions in (66), (67),
(53), (68) and (69) with a V (Φ4) potential, we have the
Lagrangian common to the standard electroweak gauge
model discussed in numerous text books. There are dif-
ferences at the transformation level from gauge theory.
The nonlinear component of the transformations of the
fields depend on the ξ and h field components which do
not appear explicitly in the above Lagrangian structure.
These fields do appear in the conserved currents associ-
ated with the parameters of G1. Details of the ingredi-
ents that go into the conserved currents is provided in
the Appendix.
D. Alternate Electroweak Lagrangian
There are two goals of this section. The first is
to describe SU(2) invariant Lagrangian forms involving
only the potentials and components of the adjoint field
V k = V hk. The second goal is to describe a modified
invariant Lagrangian for the lepton part. This form used
in conjunction with a covariant eigenvalue constraint on
the R (right-handed) lepton pair provides an explana-
tion of the absence of a free right-handed neutrino ( νR
) in weak decay. The hypersphere in the adjoint field V
becomes a real sphere.
Consider first the SU(2) invariant vector field Fµ with
the parameter change (d, γ)→ (−g′, g).
Fµ = gW
l
µV
l − g′V Bµ (77)
At the poles on the adjoint sphere we have
V3 → +V n : Fnµ = V nNZnµ ,
V3 → −V s : F sµ = −V s[Ncos2θwZsµ + 2qAsµ]. (78)
The labels (n, s) indicate that the values correspond to
the respective poles. We have Fnµ = F
s
µ if the points are
not disjoint such as having different vector polarizations.
Vector polarization is conserved on the sphere. For in-
stance, if F s2 = 0 for a given configuration type, then
F2 = 0 at any other point on the sphere for this configu-
ration type. The massless vector field Aµ can exist only
at the north pole.
We consider the two general invariants (34) and (32)
for G1 = SU(2).
Ka =
[g2
2
(
V 2W lµW
µ
l −W lµV lWµk V k
)− gW lµCµl ], (79)
Kb =
1
2
FµF
µ (80)
In the limit that V1 → 0, V2 → 0 the expression involv-
ing the AµAµ factor vanishes and the invariant Ka +Kb
reduces to
Ka +Kb → V
2
2
(2g2W−µ W
µ
+ +N
2ZµZµ). (81)
The space-time dependence of V is not specified but if
we make the notation change V → ν0/2 , we obtain the
same form as the expression involving theW±µ boson and
Zµ mass terms seen in (74). With the above potential
Lagrangian, the intermediate bosons obtain their masses
from the adjoint field V . This is a basic difference from
the scalar field term (74) where these masses arise from
the fundamental doublet field. Here, the intermediate
boson masses are obtained from a SU(2) vector in con-
trast to the usual Higgs SU(2) doublet field. This is an
important point in light of the fact that the Higgs doublet
has not been discovered even with enormous effort to find
it. This shifts the focus from the Higgs doublet to the
adjoint, or vector field as a source of the boson masses.
We need to address the possible physical interpretation
of the V field.
One of the first questions is to ask whether or not some
components of the V field are charged. This information
must be contained in the Lagrangian. Consider the fol-
lowing Lagrangian combination for the non lepton part.
KNL =
1
2
∂µV k∂µV
k +KF +Ka +Kb =
1
2
∂µV 3∂µV
3
+KF + (∂
µV + + igWµ3 V
+)(∂µV
− − igW 3µV −)
+
g2
2
(
2V 2W+µ W
−
µ
−(W+µ V − +W−µ V +)(Wµ+V− +Wµ−V+)
)
−g(W 1µCµ1 +W 2µCµ2 ) +Kb (82)
This expression involves the quantities
C3µ = V2∂µV1 − V1∂µV2 = −i(V +∂µV − − V −∂µV +)
V 2⊥ = V
2
1 + V
2
2 = 2V
+V − .(83)
Inspection of (82) shows that the V ± involve the same
covariant derivatives that appear in the field terms for
the W± potentials. An essential part of this covariant
derivative form arises from the first order kinetic term
9gW lµC
µ
l required in order for Ka to be invariant. The
group action on the V space corresponds to the linear
rotation group on the sphere with radius V . The action
on the potentials is nonlinear. Consider the mass terms
M2AAµA
µ/2 and M2ZZµZ
µ/2 that occur in the above La-
grangian. With a little effort, we obtain
M2A = 2q
2(V 2 − V V3),
M2Z =
g4 + (g′)4
N2
V 2 + 2q2V V3. (84)
From these expressions,we obtain the following relation.
M2A +M
2
Z = N
2V 2 (85)
Consider features corresponding to places on the V
sphere. At the point V3 = V we haveMA = 0 so that this
point corresponds to the massless photon field and the
intermediate bosons take on the mass values discussed
above. However, at any other point masses for the Zµ
and Aµ take on different values. It is incorrect to view
the Aµ field as a photon field except at the V3 = V point.
For reference, we call this point the photon pole, or north
pole. At V3 → −V we have MA → 2qV . We have the
ratio
MA(V = −V )
MZ(V3 = V )
=
2qV
NV
=
2q
N
. (86)
Within the uncertainties of the experimental constants,
this number is less than one, but still large so that the
Aµ at the south V space pole is very massive. The Zµ
particle at this south pole is also massive. Putting in
values g = 0.625, g′ = 0.357 and V = 126.7Gev/c2 we
obtain MA ≃ 78.5Gev/c2 and MZ ≃ 46.3Gev/c2 at this
pole. Small changes in these parameters will not change
the fact that these bosons are very heavy at this pole.
With that said, the interaction terms will produce signif-
icant energy shifts from these values in a more complete
solution. However, except at the north V space pole, we
have two massive interacting ”neutral” fields Aµ and Zµ.
The form in the standard model for the right-handed
electron invariant (67) permitted the SU(2) symmetry
while accommodating (but not explaining) the absence of
the right-handed neutrino in in weak interactions. Here,
we consider an alternate picture that offers an explana-
tion of the absence of the right-handed neutrino in such
processes. To construct an invariant lepton term, we
start with a right-handed field R defined by
R =
(
νR
eR
)
, R˜ =
(
ν¯R e¯R
)
. (87)
We take YR = −1R. Initially the transformations on R
are expressed exactly like those for L.
[Ta,R] =
i
2
σaR+ iξa
1
2
(− I+H)R (88)
We impose the matrix eigenvalue constraint HR = h ·
σR = λR. The eigenvalues are λ± = ±h where h =
√
hkhk = 1. This matrix eigenvalue equation is covariant
under the group for either of the eigenvalues. For the
eigenvalue λ = −1 the transformation generators reduce
to the form
[Ta,R
−] =
i
2
σaR
− − iξaR−, (89)
with a diagonal local nonlinear part. Notice that we got
a (−1) from the YR− = −1R− condition, and a sec-
ond (−1) from the eigenvalue λ = −1, giving a net fac-
tor of (-2). In the gauge picture, this factor is obtained
by imposing the condition Y eR = −2eR. The covariant
derivative becomes
D−µR
− = ∂µR− + iBµg′R−
g′Bµ = −N sin θw2Zµ + qAµ (90)
Except that R− includes the right-handed neutrino com-
ponent, this expression has the same form as the covari-
ant derivative for the ”singlet” component of the stan-
dard electroweak model.
To confront the presence of the right-handed neutrino
component, we look at the eigenvector equations for λ =
−1.
(1 + h3)ν
−
R +
√
2h−e−R = 0,√
2h+ν−R + (1− h3)e−R = 0 (91)
These two equations require that the right-handed neu-
trino ν−R vanish at the north pole h3 = 1. This is the
point where the Aµ field becomes massless and the in-
termediate boson mass ratio MZ
MW
takes on the observed
value. This is one reasonable explanation of the observed
absence of the right-handed neutrino in weak interac-
tions. This is important, especially when combined with
the fact that it also reduces the covariant derivative term
for the right-handed lepton to the diagonal form needed
to give the gV and gA relations that are consistent with
observation. In this picture, most of our experiments in-
volving charged particles takes place at this north pole,
since this is the only place on the sphere where we have
the massless electromagnetic field. The constraint (91)
does not mean that ν−R vanish at other points on the h
sphere.
Motivated by observations of neutrino oscillations we
consider the second eigenvalue constraint (λ = +1). For
this case we have
[Ta,R
+] =
i
2
σaR
+, DµR
+ = ∂µR
+ (92)
For λ = +1 the eigenvector constraint is
(−1 + h3)ν+R +
√
2h−e+R = 0,√
2h+ν+R − (1 + h3)e+R = 0. (93)
At the north pole, these equations require that e+R → 0,
but give no restriction on ν+R . Notice that in the λ =
10
+1 case the right-handed components have no covariant
potential term. This means that R+ plays no role in
weak decay at the north pole. This is consistent with
observation.
For each eigenvalue case we have the following invari-
ant form
KR =
1
2
[iR˜ΓµDµR+ (iR˜Γ
µDµR)
∗], (94)
where in each case the appropriate diagonal covariant
derivative discussed above is used. We also have for each
case the invariant lepton mass forms.
Km = −m[L˜R+ R˜L]
= −m[ν¯RνL + ν¯LνR]−m[e¯ReL + e¯LeR]. (95)
Here m is an invariant used to represent the mass of
the lepton field. The reader should recall that in the
standard model the lepton mass term involved a product
of a constant times a Higgs doublet component. Here, we
could express the mass as a product like m = GV where
G is a constant. This product form is not needed for
invariance of the Lagrangian, but may be introduced for
other reasons. At the north pole ν−R → 0 and e+R → 0. At
this point the combined right-handed kinetic Lagrangian
term reduces to
KR− +KR+ =→ i
2
[e¯−Rγ
µ∂µe
−
R − (∂µe¯−R)γµe−R]
−Bµg′e¯−Rγµe−R +
i
2
[ν¯+Rγ
µ∂µν
+
R − (∂µν¯+R )γµν+R ] (96)
The corresponding combined mass term becomes
Km− +Km+ → −m−[e¯−ReL + e¯Le−R]
−m+[ν¯+RνL + ν¯Lν+R ] (97)
Consider a view of the whole sphere. Points other
than the north and south pole correspond to nonzero V ±
fields. Recall from (72), (73) and (82) that the V ± fields
and the W±µ fields have the same covariant derivative
D±µ = (∂µ ± igW 3µ) = (∂µ ± ig(
g
N
Zµ +
g′
N
Aµ)). (98)
At points other than the north pole, both the Aµ and
Zµ fields are massive. It would be impossible to manip-
ulate the V± and W±µ fields with an apparatus based
on a massless field at points other than the north pole.
There is no interaction with the massless field except at
the north pole. There, the V ± fields vanish. There, we
should observe the W±µ fields, and we do. We could ob-
serve the V ± fields if we could build an apparatus based
on the massive Aµ field. What about the leptons at
places other than the poles? The two leptons are mas-
sive, and interact with the massive potential fields. With
the eigenvalue constraints, the two right-handed compo-
nents are coupled. In deriving the field equations from
the Lagrangian, this coupling must be invoked. With the
constraints, the leptons will interact at non pole points
with the V field even if the massive potentials vanish.
The question is ”What physical interpretation do these
massive leptons have at non-pole points?” They have
mass and should therefore play a role in gravity, espe-
cially if there are many of them. They are difficult to de-
tect by usual means. They offer a Fermion contribution
for part of the ”missing” mass. In fact, any massive field
or potential in the non-pole part of the V sphere could
offer a contribution to the missing mass. This non-pole
world is observable by gravity, otherwise, it is difficult to
observe because there we do not have the massless elec-
tromagnetic field to help in acceleration and detection of
these particles. Put in layman language, these particles
do not ”see” the massless electromagnetic field that exist
only at the north pole.
E. Summary
In this study we have described in some detail the Lie
Algebra of a particular type of nonlinear realization of
Lie groups that leads to interactions via covariant deriva-
tives. These realizations differ from local gauge realiza-
tions in that the group parameters are global, and the
interaction arises from the dependence, generally nonlin-
ear, of the transformation of one field on another. These
realizations are characterized by a field V whose compo-
nents transforms via the adjoint representation. These
can be viewed as linear transformations on a hypersphere
with radius given by V =
√
V kV k. The surface of this
hypersphere provides a convenient reference to describe
the changes of the fields and potentials.
In section B we presented two invariant forms involv-
ing the potentials and V space components but not the
leptons. Covariant matrix constraints, which if imposed,
place restrictions on certain field components so that they
vanish at certain places on the hypersphere. Fields, po-
tentials and features morph in changing from one posi-
tion to another. For instance, masses can change, going
in some cases from very massive to massless. Different
positions on the hypersphere at a given space-time point
correspond to the presence of different fields and poten-
tials at this space-time point. The physical interpretation
of the symmetry is active.
The above general features are made more specific by
a study of the electroweak interaction in this picture. In
section C we first show that the standard gauge elec-
troweak Lagrangian is invariant in this picture. As in
gauge theory this invariant form makes use of a Higgs
doublet to build around the fact that the right-handed
neutrino is not observed.
In section D, we presented an alternate Lagrangian
structure together with covariant constraints on the
right-handed lepton field. We use the same constants
g and g′ as used in the standard model described in
the previous section.The hypersphere becomes a three
dimensional sphere. In different surface regions on this
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sphere, the physical fields differ to the extent that fields
in one region can have different features than fields in
another region The first region of interest is the north
pole (V 3 = V ). There we obtain a collection of events
that happens no where else on the sphere. First, the Aµ
field becomes massless. At this point we can have elec-
tromagnetic interactions. An invariant lepton mass term
is used in which the right-handed neutrino field is not
assumed a priori to be zero. An eigenvalue constraint on
the right-handed lepton pair is invoked, leading two sep-
arate constraints, corresponding to the two eigenvalues.
In one case the right-handed neutrino is required to van-
ish at the north pole, but only at this point. The third
thing that happens at this point is that the alternate in-
variant Lagrangian provides the same boson mass ratio
MZ
MW
found in the standard gauge model. This is the only
point where this happens.These features are consistent
with observation. The second eigenvalue constraint pro-
vides a right-handed neutrino field that does not vanish
at the north pole and does not participate in the elec-
troweak process.
The mass scale of the bosons is determined by the ra-
dius V of the adjoint field, not the Higgs doublet. It
would appear that a great deal of our observable physics
happens at the north pole. Are other points on the sphere
hidden from observation except via gravity? Perhaps not,
but for these points, observations need to be done, or
classified via non electromagnet means.
A different zone is the south pole (V3 = −V ). There,
the Aµ field is very massive and we have no massless po-
tential. The covariant constraint with λ = −1 requires
that the right-handed electron vanish at this point. The
left-handed electron becomes massless. The physical in-
terpretation is not clear. Since there is no massless field
here to represent the electromagnetic field, we could ask
how this ”electron” could be observed. At this south
pole for this constraint, the lepton component that was
the neutrino at the north pole now has the mass of the
electron, but it is not an electron.
At all zones on the sphere other than the two poles
both lepton components have light masses. All four bo-
son potential fields are very masses. The mass of the Aµ
field decreases to zero as one approaches the north pole,
but is very heavy near the south pole. This large zone
between the poles may be difficult to access in the lab-
oratory because in this zone we have no massless field.
Fields in this zone are blind to the electromagnetic field.
Because of the large masses, interactions would perhaps
be fast. The low mass leptons and four heavy boson fields
in this zone between the poles offer a possible contribu-
tion to the missing mass. It is perhaps incorrect to call
the leptons, V space components and vector bosons at
points other than the north pole ”dark” matter. They
simply cannot be seen with electromagnetic eyes that ex-
ist only at the north pole in this model. Observation will
depend on appropriate detectors for this region, just like
different detectors are needed for different regions of the
electromagnetic spectrum.
The realizations presented here provide a conserved
current for the linear part and a conserved current for the
nonlinear. The form of the latter current corresponds to
conservation of charge at the north pole. These currents
are described in detail in the Appendix. The general
development in sections A and B was presented as a
foundation not only for the SU(2) electroweak applica-
tion here but for possible future applications of SU(3),
and other Lie groups. Two begging question raised by
this study are: Can an explanation of quark confinement
be obtained via this approach? Do ”free” quarks exist
but are just blind to our usual means of detection?
F. Appendix: Conserved Currents
Here, we first look at the details of the components
that go into the conserved currents for the standard La-
grangian made from a sum of the (66), (67), (53), (68)
and (69) terms together with a V (Φ4) potential. With a
real Lagrangian we can use Jµa (F
∗
i ) = J
µ
a (Fi)
∗ for each
complex field component Fi. The generator action for
each field and potential separates into a linear and non-
linear part.
[Ta, Fi] = [Ta, Fi]L + [Ta, Fi]NL (99)
The ”L” label for linear should not be confused with the
same label for left on the spinors. Both the linear and
nonlinear current parts are separately conserved since
when ξa → 0 the nonlinear current vanish and the linear
parts are unchanged. Separate conserved currents were
also obtained in the nonlinear extension of representa-
tions of SL(2, C) in [1]. Below, we list the detailed ex-
pressions for both factors in the following current terms
for each variable in the Lagrangian.
Jµa (Fi) = Π
µ(Fi)[Ta, Fi], Π
µ(Fi) =
∂K
∂Fi,µ
,
(100)
To facilitate constructing the conserved linear and con-
served nonlinear currents, we separate the linear and
nonlinear generator action in the following list. For the
spinors we have the forms:
Πµ(νL) =
i
2
ν¯Lγ
µ
[Ta, νL]L =
i
2
(σ11a νL + σ
12
a eL),
[Ta, νL]NL =
i
2
ξa[(h3 − 1)νL +
√
2h−eL] (101)
Πµ(eL) =
i
2
e¯Lγ
µ
[Ta, eL]L =
i
2
(σ21a νL + σ
22
a eL),
[Ta, eL]NL =
i
2
ξa[
√
2h+νL − (h3 + 1)eL] (102)
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Πµ(eR) =
i
2
e¯Rγ
µ, [Ta, eR] = −iξaeR (103)
There is no linear action on the singlet eR field. For the
potentials, we have:
Πµ(W±ρ ) = −Wµρ∓
[Ta,W
±
ρ ]L =
1√
2
(ǫa1k ± iǫa2k)W kρ
[Ta,W
±
ρ ]NL = ±iξah±[cos(θw)Zρ + sin(θw)Aρ]
∓iξaW±ρ h3 +
1
g
∂ρ(ξah
±) (104)
Πµ(Zρ) = −Zµρ + iN cos2(θw)[Wµ+W ρ− −W ρ+Wµ−]
[Ta, Zρ]L = cos(θw)ǫ
a3kW kρ
[Ta, Zρ]NL = −iξa cos(θw)[h+W−ρ − h−W+ρ ]
+
1
N
[ξa∂ρh3 + (h3 − 1)∂ρξa] (105)
Πµ(Aρ) = −Fµρ + iq[Wµ+W ρ− −W ρ+Wµ−]
[Ta, Aρ]L = sin(θw)ǫ
a3kW kρ
[Ta, Aρ]NL = −iξa sin(θw)[h+W−ρ − h−W+ρ ]
+
tan(θw)
N
ξa∂ρh3 +
1
q
[sin2(θw)h3 + cos
2(θw)]∂ρξa(106)
Finally, for the scalar components we have:
Πµ(Φ1) = ∂
µΦ∗1 +
i
2
(
[N cos 2θwZµ + 2qAµ]Φ
∗
1
+g
√
2Wµ+Φ
∗
2
)
[Ta,Φ1]L =
i
2
(σ11a Φ1 + σ
12
a Φ2),
[Ta,Φ1]NL =
i
2
ξa[(1 + h3)Φ1 +
√
2h−Φ2] (107)
Πµ(Φ2) = ∂
µΦ∗2 +
i
2
ξa
[
g
√
2Wµ−Φ
∗
1 −NZµΦ∗2
]
[Ta,Φ2]L =
i
2
(σ21a Φ1 + σ
22
a Φ2),
[Ta,Φ2]NL =
i
2
ξa[
√
2h+Φ1 + (1− h3)Φ2] (108)
Each variable in the Lagrangian contributes to the con-
served current for each parameter of G1. The linear
current is obtained by taking products of the term and
adding the complex conjugate where appropriate. The
nonlinear part needs some discussion. We consider the
nonlinear part below, leaving off the NL label for conve-
nience. The lepton contribution is
Jµa (l) =
ξa
2
[
(1− h3)ν¯LγµνL + (1 + h3)e¯LγµeL
−
√
2h−ν¯LγµeL −
√
2h+e¯LγµνL
]
+ ξae¯RγµeR. (109)
The individual potential contributions to the conserved
currents are
Jµa (W+) = −Wµρ−
[
− iξah+[cos(θw)Zρ + sin(θw)Aρ]
+iξaW
+
ρ h3 +
1
g
∂ρ(ξah
+)
]
,
Jµa (W−) = −Wµρ+
[
+ iξah
−[cos(θw)Zρ + sin(θw)Aρ]
−iξaW−ρ h3 +
1
g
∂ρ(ξah
−)
]
,
Jµa (Z) =
(
− Zµρ + iN cos2(θw)[Wµ+W ρ− −W ρ+Wµ−]
)
(
iξa cos(θw)[h
+W−ρ − h−W+ρ ]
+
1
N
[ξa∂ρh3 + (h3 − 1)∂ρξa]
)
,
Jµa (A) =
(
− Fµρ + iq[Wµ+W ρ− −W ρ+Wµ−]
)
(
iξa sin(θw)[h
+W−ρ − h−W+ρ ] +
tan(θw)
N
ξa∂ρh3
+
1
q
[sin2(θw)h3 + cos
2(θw)]∂ρξa
)
. (110)
For the scalar field we have the following current contri-
bution.
Jµa (Φ) = iξa
[
(∂µΦ†)T+Φ− Φ†T+∂µΦ]
−ξa
4
[
Φ†(XµT+ + T+Xµ)Φ
]
(111)
By summing the above terms, we obtain a separate
conserved current for each group parameter. However the
terms include ξa and ∂
µξa factors differ for each group
parameter and do not appear in the Lagrangian. The
above total current has the general form
Jµa = ξaC
µ +ΣiS
µρ
i F
i
ρξa +ΣiS
µρ
i G
i∂ρξa. (112)
Here, first term is for all non potential parts, and the last
two terms represent the potential contributions. Here,
Sµρi = −Sρµi and the sum is over the contributions from
the four potentials. Using (25), we have
(∂µξa)
[
Cµ +ΣiS
µρ
i F
i
ρ +Σi∂ρ(S
ρµ
i G
i)
]
+ξa∂u
[
Cµ +ΣiS
µρ
i F
i
ρ
]
= 0. (113)
Since the ξa will generally differ for each group parame-
ter, we satisfy this relation for all group parameters with
Cµ +ΣiS
µρ
i F
i
ρ +Σi∂ρ(S
ρµ
i G
i) = 0, (114)
∂µj
µ = 0, jµ = Cµ +ΣiS
µρ
i F
i
ρ. (115)
These two relations are mutually consistent since taking
∂u on the first leads directly to the second because of the
relation Sµρi = −Sρµi . The last expression means that the
little currents jµ are conserved. These currents do not
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involve the ξacomponents. What this means is that con-
tained within these nonlinear realizations is a common
conserved quantity, independent of any particular group
parameter.
The conserved linear currents can be easily constructed
from the above factors. Care must be taken to add the
complex conjugate field contribution where appropriate.
What is the physical interpretation of the little current
jµ that arises via the nonlinear transformations? Some
insight can be gained by looking at the little current at
the north pole h3 = +1. At the north pole (h3 = 1) for
the standard Lagrangian, we have from the above factors
jµ = e¯Lγ
µeL + e¯Rγ
µeR − i
[
Wµρ− W
+
ρ −Wµρ+ W−ρ
]
+i
[
(∂µΦ∗1)Φ1 − (∂µΦ1)Φ∗1
]
+
[
N cos 2θwZµ + 2qAµ
]
Φ∗1Φ1
− g√
2
[
Wµ+Φ
∗
2Φ1 +W
µ
−Φ2Φ
∗
1
]
. (116)
The little current at this pole is proportional to the
electromagnetic current density. Recall that here we
are using a nonlinear SU(2) versus the linear gauge
SU(2)× U(1).
For the alternate Lagrangian we drop the little current
terms involving the Higgs doublet Φ. The linear trans-
formations of the V space components give no contribute
to the little current. For the λ = −1 case we have
jµ = e¯Lγ
µeL + e¯Rγ
µeR − i
[
Wµρ− W
+
ρ −Wµρ+ W−ρ
]
(117)
For the λ = +1 case, [Ta,R] given in (92) has no nonlin-
ear component. For this case the little current is
jµ = e¯Lγ
µeL − i
[
Wµρ− W
+
ρ −Wµρ+ W−ρ
]
(118)
The little currents in the above expressions are for the
north pole point only. At non pole points on the sphere
non of the lepton components vanish. Before the field
equations and conserved currents can be obtained for
these regions, the constraint equations must be incor-
porated into the Lagrangian.
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Interactions and State Constraints via Induced Nonlinear Realizations of Lie Groups
Bill Dalton
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In this paper we study combined local gauge and nonlinear realizations and present an application
to the electro-weak interaction. These realizations permit covariant eigenstates that lead to different
interaction types. A modified Lagrangian density is described that includes three scalar functions
V
k where the Higgs scalar is identified with the magnitude V =
√
V kVk. It includes invariant
Lagrangian density replacements for the Higgs doublet , the right-handed lepton and the component
Yukawa lepton-scalar sectors. Each of the two eigenstate cases involve two coupled right-handed
leptons including two coupled sterile ones. At the north pole of [V ] the theory agrees well with
the standard U(1) × SU(2) model with one notable exception. One of the sterile leptons does not
vanish, and corresponds to a right-handed neutrino with no electroweak interaction. The second
sterile right-handed lepton uncouples at the south pole of [V ]. At non pole regions on V , the two
sterile leptons are coupled via the eigenstate constraint. Evidence supporting the existence of sterile
neutrinos has recently been reported [1].
PACS numbers: 12.60.-i, 11.30.-j, 11.30.Na, 13.15.+g
I. INTRODUCTION
Primary motivations for the present study are experi-
mental observations involving neutrinos. One is the ob-
served absence of the right-handed neutrino in weak de-
cay. A second is neutrino oscillations, conventionally de-
scribed with neutrinos that have non zero mass. The
very recently reported [1] evidence of sterile neutrinos
adds even stronger motivation for this study. The stan-
dard gauge models, in particular the electroweak model
of [2] and [3] have been very successful in describing elec-
troweak interactions. However, these models are tailored
to accommodate, but not explain certain observations,
such as the absence of right-handed neutrinos in weak
decay. This tailored model cannot account for neutri-
nos with mass which require a right-handed neutrino.
One goal of this study is to describe a combined gauge
and nonlinear transformation approach which has most
of the major interaction features of the standard model
while offering some additional features. These features
for the electroweak application provide two types of right-
handed leptons. These follow via covariant eigenvalue
states. Each type involves two coupled right-handed lep-
tons that have uncoupled limits. One type requires a
diagonalized interaction potential which gives gV and gA
relations consistent with weak interaction observations
in the uncoupled limit where its right-handed neutrino
vanishes. The second type has no weak interaction but
involves a right-handed neutrino in the same uncoupled
limit. This type offers a possible candidate for a sterile
neutrino.
Interactions via non linear realizations have been stud-
ied by a number of authors. References to many earlier
works can be found in [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9], [10]. The
development in this paper is a limited version of the non-
linear realizations outlined in the Appendix of [8]. Unlike
previous realizations, the particular type in the present
study permits different transformation eigenstate cate-
gories, each with a different interaction. This is a com-
bined local gauge and nonlinear realization. Below we
briefly explain the essential features of these realizations
in contrast to the more familiar linear gauge realizations.
Details are provided in the following sections.
For a Lie group G1, infinitesimal transformations on
any object Ψ other than covariant potentials are de-
scribed by
Ψ′ = Ψ+ δαa(x)[T a,Ψ]. (1)
Here, δαa represent the infinitesimal group parameters
and the T a symbol in the bracket [T a,Ψ] represents an
abstract group generator, not a matrix operator. Ex-
cept for the space-time indices, we freely place the group
indices as superscripts, or as subscripts as needed for
simplicity and use implied summation over repeated in-
dices.The bracket notation with an abstract operator is
common in the literature for both linear and nonlinear
realizations. (See for example [11] for the Lorentz group
and [6], [7] for nonlinear studies.) The bracket can be
very complicated, or as simple as a matrix multiplica-
tion. The well known group commutation relations for
this bracket are given in the following section. For the
U(1) gauge we have the familiar relations
Ψ′ = Ψ+ δα[T,Ψ] = Ψ+ iδα(x)Ψ. (2)
The local nature of the group parameter necessitates re-
placing ∂µΨ with a covariant derivativeDµΨ to construct
an invariant Lagrangian involving derivatives. Because
the local group parameter does not appear explicitly in
the Lagrangian, it can be chosen to make invariant a
gauge condition convenient in perturbation expansions.
For a non-abelian group, the gauge transformations be-
come
Ψ′ = Ψ + δαa(x)[Ta,Ψ] = Ψ+ δαa(x)taΨ. (3)
The ta are constant matrix operators that generate a rep-
resentation of the group. We use a convention where the
2usual factor of i is absorbed into the generators. The
local nature of the group parameters necessitates a co-
variant derivative with a non-diagonal potential with the
often used form Wµ = W
j
µτ
j . Use of the diagonal and
non-diagonal interactions introduced via covariant poten-
tials has become a standard approach. In addition to the
enormous success of QED, the success of the combined
U(1) × SU(2) gauge electroweak model of [2] and [3] is
well known.
In this paper, we follow [8] and study transformations
of the following form
Ψ′ = Ψ+ δαa(x)[T a,Ψ] = Ψ+ δαa(x)Ma(Φ(x))Ψ. (4)
Here Ma is a matrix that depends on other multidimen-
sional functions indicated abstractly by Φ(x). We remark
on two important features of these realizations. The
transformations here are local both via the group param-
eters and local via the functions Φ(x). A second feature
is that the group generally acts on the functions Φ(x),
and thus on Ma, making the net transformation nonlin-
ear. This makes the algebra a bit more messy than that
encountered for constant linear matrix transformations.
Details for the Lie algebra for these realizations are
provided in sections A and B. Here we describe a par-
ticular form for these realizations that gives covariant
derivatives close to those for gauge theory. Let G1 rep-
resent an arbitrary internal Lie group with n1 group pa-
rameters with the following transformation form
Ψ′ = Ψ+ δαa(x)i
1
2
[Y Uξa(x) + Za(x)H ]Ψ,
H = −2ihk(x)τk. (5)
Here, the τk generate an N dimensional representation of
a second Lie group G2 acting on the N component vector
Ψ. In contrast to the gauge transformations of (3), the
tk are not generators of the group G1. The group G2 has
n2 group parameters. Each space ξ(x) and Z(x) have n1
components, the space h(x) has n2 components and U is
the unit matrix and Y is a constant. The group structure
places restrictions on transformations of the components
of ξ, Za and h. (See sections A and B for details.) The
components of ξ, and Z have identical transformation
restrictions.
There is a major difference between these realizations
and gauge realizations of G1 ×G2. The group action of
G1 contains, or we may say, induces the group action of
G2. The action of the group G2 vanishes without the
action of the group G1. The reasons why we do not
advocate direct product gauge realizations such as gauge
U(1)× SU(2) are discussed at the end of section B.
These realizations makes possible different covariant
eigenstates, each with different interactions. Since the
operator H appears in the transformation, eigenstates of
H are covariant under the transformation. The bracket
term in (5) is diagonal for these states. This requires a
diagonal interaction. Several eigenstates may be possible,
depending on G2.
In section C, we choose G2 = SU(2), Z
k = ξk with
hkhk = 1 to give a detailed description for the elec-
troweak Lagrangian in this picture. First, we show that
it is possible to reproduce the same invariant Lagrangian
density of the standard gauge model. We follow as much
as possible the notation of [2], [3]. In section D we
describe an alternate Lagrangian density for the right-
handed lepton part. The same Yang-Mills [12] field form
is used. For the alternate lepton Lagrangian we use both
left and right-handed lepton states LT =
(
νL eL
)
and
RT =
(
νR eR
)
, each composed of two leptons. We
choose Y = −1 for both cases. We impose the eigenvalue
condition on the right-handed lepton R. The operator
[Y U +H ] has two eigenstates with an eigenvalue of 2 in
one case and 0 in the other.
For the eigenvalue 2 case, this imposes a diagonal co-
variant derivative
D−µR
− = ∂µR− + iBµg′R−
g′Bµ = −N sin θw2Zµ + qAµ. (6)
Here, the two lepton components of R− are e−R and ν
−
R .
This covariant derivative is almost identical to the expres-
sion of the standard model (See section C). In that pic-
ture the right-handed neutrino was assumed to be zero,
the different choices of Y = −1 for L and Y = −2 for eR
were made, and the right-handed electron was assumed
to transform as a singlet. The difference is that here R−
contains the right-handed neutrino component. However,
the eigenvalue constraint imposes a constraint relation-
ship between the three hk components, e−R and ν
−
R . In-
spection of these constraint relations in section D shows
that ν−R must vanish at the north pole point hN point
where h1 = h2 = 0, h3 = 1. At this point, the Higgs dou-
blet Lagrangian density and the alternate potential La-
grangian density have identical forms. The right-handed
neutrino ν−R need not vanish for regions other than the
point hN . The use of both L andR makes possible an in-
variant lepton mass term with form slightly different from
the usual component Yukawa form. Details are given in
section D.
This brings us to the other right-handed eigenstateR+
with components e+R and ν
+
R . Since the transformation is
null, the interaction must be zero, or at least the poten-
tial cannot transform. This means that for these right-
handed lepton there is no weak interaction. In the non
pole regions of [h], these two leptons are coupled via the
eigenvalue constraint relations. At the north pole e+R van-
ishes. At the south pole hS where h1 = h2 = 0, h3 = −1,
the component ν+R vanishes. With this constraint cou-
pling, the [h] space scalars provide a possible mechanism
for neutrino state switching or state oscillation. The re-
maining physics differs at the south pole however. For
instance, at any region other than hN , the Aµ poten-
tial becomes massive, and consequently cannot represent
light as we know it. Light wise, all [h] space regions other
than hN are dark. The dark non pole region represents
coupled lepton matter. It exist as a transition region
3between the pole points where lepton matter becomes
uncoupled.
At this point, we have said nothing about the Lie
Group G1. Notice that for the special case in (5) the
parameters always appear in the sum of products form
δαa(x)iξa(x). If the ξa(x) are used as field components
in the Lagrangian, they can be used to fix a gauge con-
dition. One possibility is to let G1 be a one parame-
ter group. One parameter is sufficient to fix one gauge
condition. We treat the infinitesimal generators as dif-
ferential operators in the group parameter space, with
[Ta, GF ] = [Ta, G]F +G[Ta, F ]. [13],[14] We indicate the
group structure constants as Cabc. We use the space-time
metric gµν = [1,−1,−1,−1].
A. Infinitesimal Transformations
In this section, we summarize the Lie algebra expres-
sions for these nonlinear realizations, pointing out how
they differ for linear ones used in gauge theory. We con-
sider the Lie algebra of a continuous symmetry group
G1 acting simultaneously on a field Ψ and one or more
fields represented here by Φ. In one special category,
these infinitesimal transformations are expressed in part
in terms of generators of a second continuous group G2.
We refer to G2 as the ”hidden” symmetry group. These
realizations follow the outline given in the appendix of [8]
. In general, for g(δα) ∈ G1, where δα represents the in-
finitesimal group parameters, we study the simultaneous
transformations
g(δα): {Φ → Φ′(δα,Φ), Ψ→ Ψ′(δα,Φ,Ψ) (7)
The particular feature in equation (7) to notice here is
that the transformation on the field Ψ depends on the
field Φ. The first order expansions of these transforma-
tions are written as follows.
Ψ′ = UΨ = Ψ+ δαa[T a,Ψ] (8)
Φ′ = Φ+ δαa[T a,Φ] (9)
We use the convention that the indices a, b.. label the
generators and components of G1 and that a repeated
index implies summation over the n1 generators of the
algebra. Here, the operators T a are abstract, with the
complete bracket indicating the infinitesimal action of
the transformation. [8] If the Lie algebra is to be satisfied
when acting on a function S, the generator brackets must
satisfy the commutation rules;
[T a, [T b, S]]− [T b, [T a, S]] = Cabc[T c, S] (10)
This expression reduces to the usual matrix commuta-
tion relation for the linear realizations of gauge theory.
In general, the specific form depends on the nature of
the transformation. The associative property of G1 re-
quires the structure constants Cabc = −Cbac to satisfy
the Jacobi identity.
CabcCcdm + CbdcCcam + CdacCcbm = 0 (11)
Acting on an N component field Ψ, the infinitesimal gen-
erator action studied in this paper is assumed to have the
following form.
[T a,Ψ] = (iξa
1
2
Y − ha)Ψ (12)
Here, the operator Y is proportional to the unit matrix
with YΨ = yΨ. The local nature of the transformations
arises via the dependence of the transformations on the
fields ξ and h, and via the local dependence of the group
parameters. For the special case where the transforma-
tions induce a group G2, we have
[T a,Ψ] = (iξa
1
2
Y − hai τ i)Ψ. (13)
The τ i are N ×N matrices that generate a linear repre-
sentation of the group G2 and are chosen to satisfy the
following relation.
[τ i, τ j ] = −Cijkτk (14)
We use the convention that the indices i, j.. label the
generators and components of G2 and that a repeated
index implies summation over the n2 generators of the
algebra ofG2. The following general relation follows from
(10).
i
2
([T a, ξb]− [T b, ξa]− Cabcξc)YΨ
−([T a, hb]− [T b, ha]− [hb, ha]− Cabchc)Ψ = 0 (15)
We consider the case where this equation splits into two
equations.
[T a, ξb]− [T b, ξa]− Cabcξck = 0 (16)
[T a, hb]− [T b, ha]− [hb, ha]− Cabchc = 0 (17)
For the special case described by (13) equation (17) be-
comes
[Ta, h
k
b ]− [Tb, hka] + hibhjaCijk − Cabchkc = 0. (18)
For arbitrary G1, the number of commutation equations
compared with the number of field variables can easily
lead to over conditioning. In (16) there are n1(n1−1)2
equations but only n1 components ξ
a. The number
of equations exceeds the number of field variables for
n1 > 3. Even so, realizations that satisfy the constraint
(16) can be found. For instance, many of the nonlin-
ear realizations of SL(2, C) in [15] satisfy this condition,
but the adjoint realization does not. For G1 = SU(2)
for example there are three ξa components appearing in
4(16). The generator action for linear transformations on
a fundamental doublet in matrix form is
[Ti, ξ] = τiξ, ξ =
(
ξ3 + iξ4
ξ1 + iξ2
)
τi =
i
2
σi. (19)
The structure constants are the Levi-Civita tensors
Cijk = ǫijk. As operators acting on the individual com-
ponents we have
[Ti, ξj ] =
1
2
[−ξ4δij + ǫijkξk], [Ti, ξ4] = 1
2
ξi. (20)
These relations satisfy (16), but there may be others that
also satisfy (16).
To obtain covariant field equations for the local trans-
formations in (12), covariant derivatives are defined as in
local gauge theory.
DµΨ = ∂µΨ+ id
1
2
BµYΨ− γWµΨ (21)
(DµΨ)
′ = UDµΨ (22)
The local nature of U comes from the local group param-
eters αa(x), the functions ξa(x) and the matrices ha(x).
With Rµ = id
1
2BµY − γWµ equation (22) gives the fol-
lowing standard relation.
R′µ = URµU
−1 − (∂µU)U−1 (23)
Here, BµY and Wµ are the diagonal and nondiagonal
field potentials with respective coupling constants d and
γ. The field tensors given in terms of R are defined as in
Yang-Mills gauge theory as follows.
Rµν = ∂µRν − ∂νRµ + [Rµ, Rν ] (24)
With (21) the transformation of these tensors is
R′µν = URµνU
−1. (25)
The above covariant relations are identical in form to
those of standard Yang-Mills gauge symmetries. To form
a quadratic invariant form Ψ˜Ψ, we define Ψ˜ to transform
as
[T a, Ψ˜] = −Ψ˜(iξa 1
2
Y − ha) (26)
The form X˜Z here is shorthand for the group scalar prod-
uct (X,Z) as defined in [14]. Consider a second field Φ
that transforms like Ψ.
[T a,Φ] = (iξa
1
2
Y − ha)Φ (27)
From these relations it immediately follows that the
forms Φ˜Ψ and Φ˜Φ are invariant.
The fields ξ and h may or may not appear explicitly in
the Lagrangian. However, conservation rules correspond-
ing to the G1 symmetries will involve the ξ and h fields.
Let Fi represent all fields, including potentials, involved
in a Lagrangian L and that satisfy the Euler-Lagrange
field equations. For each parameter αa of G1 we write
F ′i = Fi + δaFi. Noether’s conservation theorem reads.
∂µ(
∂L
∂Fi,µ
δaFi) = ∂µJ
µ
a = 0 (28)
The δaFi factors in general may depend on the fields ξ
and h, the group parameters αa(x) as well as the partial
derivatives of these quantities for the covariant poten-
tials. Details for these conservation relations are given in
the Appendix for the electroweak application discussed
in later sections.
B. Factored Realizations, Covariant Constraints,
Invariant Forms
Here, we discuss these nonlinear realizations for a par-
ticular factored form of the matrices ha, and then discuss
the covariant eigenstate relations that these realizations
permit. An invariant form directly involving the poten-
tials and [h] space components is described. The discus-
sion in this section is for arbitrary Lie groups. We assume
the following factored form.
haj = Z
ahj . (29)
Here, we have n2 components hk, and n2 components
Za. With this factored form, we choose the normalization
hkhk = 1.
[Ta,Ψ] = i
1
2
[ξaY U + ZaH ]Ψ, H = −2ihkτk. (30)
The constraint (18) becomes
[Ta, Zbh
k]− [Tb, Zahk] = CabcZchk. (31)
This equation is satisfied with the relations
[T a, Zb]− [T b, Za]− CabcZc = 0, [Ta, hk] = 0. (32)
This constraint equation for transformations on the Za
is identical to (16) so that the Za could be identified with
the ξa as far as the group action is concerned, but we
emphasize that this is just one choice. In this case, the
group G1 has a null action on the h space.
We remark here that these transformations on Ψ have
features almost identical to an effective local U(1) × G2
where the parameter of the effective U(1) is identified
with Λ(x) = δαa(x)ξ
a(x) and the parameters of the ef-
fective G2 are identified with Λh
k. There is an important
difference however. When the parameter of the effective
U(1) vanishes, the parameters of the effective G2 vanish.
The parameters are coupled. This parameter coupling is
important because it makes possible different covariant
eigenstate relations for Ψ. These different cases lead to
5With Wµ = W
l
µτl, we have for the combined local
gauge and nonlinear realizations, W lµ → W lµ + δW lµ,
B′µ = Bµ + δBµ where
δW lµ = −αaZahiW jµCijl +
1
γ
∂µ(αaZ
ahl),
δBµ = −1
d
∂µ(αaξ
a). (33)
With Bµν = ∂µBν − ∂νBµ and
Wµν = ∂µWν − ∂νWµ − γ[Wµ,Wν ] (34)
we have
W ′µν = UWµνU
−1, B′µν = Bµν . (35)
We next discuss the covariant eigenvalue constraints.
With Za = ξa the transformation on Ψ becomes
[Ta,Ψ] = iξa
1
2
[Y U +H ]Ψ, H = −2ihkτk (36)
where U is the unit matrix. The number of hk compo-
nents is equal to the number of group generators. Con-
sider the matrix eigenvalue equation for the matrix H
HΨ = λΨ. (37)
For an eigenstate, the operator Y U +H is diagonal, and
since it also appears in the transformation, the eigenstate
relation is covariant. For each eigenvalue λ, the eigen-
state relation represents a set of N constraint equations
involving the N components of Ψ and the n2 components
of the h space, but does not involve the potentials Bµ,
and W lµ. We emphasize that the number of constraint
equations in the set grows with the representation size
N . We do not propose imposing this eigenvalue con-
straint on every state. Indeed, most state behavior will
involve transitions between eigenstates. However, using
the eigenstates as a basis could prove useful.
We next describe a Lagrangian density involving the
covariant potentials together with functions V k = V hk
where the magnitude V is assumed to be an invariant
function. The hk are the unit vectors on the V manifold.
Recall that [Ta, h
k] = 0 so that the different regions of
the V space are not connected by the symmetry group
G1. We describe the invariant forms and then discuss the
physical role of the V manifold in conjunction with how
features of the four right-handed leptons of the previous
section change on this manifold. We keep in mind that
transformations on the potentials are local.
We assume Za = ξa and use the parameter change
(d, γ) → (−g′, g). To construct the invariant form, we
define the following quantities
Clµ = V
iCilk∂µV
k. (38)
With these quantities consider the following expression.
LP = g
2
2
V 2W lµW
µ
l +
g
a
W lµC
µ
l − g′gW kµVkBµV
+
1
2
BµB
µV 2(g′)2 (39)
The constant a in the fourth term is needed to accommo-
date the normalization of the structure constants which
appear in this term via the Ckµ. The particular quanti-
ties Ckµ are needed to cancel ∂µh
k terms that appear in
the transformation of the W kµ . With more than a bit of
work one can show that this expression is invariant if the
following relation is satisfied.
gV 2
[
W lµ∂µhl
+
1
a
(CiklClsnhihn)W
k
µ∂
µhs
]
= 0. (40)
The first bracket factor of the second term is symmetric
in the indices (k, s) which we write as follows.
CiklClsnhihn = b(δks − hkhs) (41)
The constant b depends on the normalization of the struc-
ture constants for the group G1, and must be calculated
from this equation once the basis for the structure con-
stants has been chosen. For SU(2) with Cijk = ǫijl one
can easily show b = −1. With the choice a = b and
hkhk = 1 the second term in (41) when used in (40) will
give zero and we immediately obtain δLP = 0. By struc-
ture, δLP is invariant under the Lorentz group. Since
the second term in (39) has the a−1 factor, this form
is invariant for any choice of normalization of the struc-
ture constants. For those who endeavor to show this
invariance, keep in mind that the transformation of the
potentials depends on the unit vectors hk. The expres-
sion 12∂µV
k∂µVk, LF and any potential of V
2 such as the
well known U(2V 2) hat potential are separately invari-
ant. The important point is that the invariance of LP is
not coupled to the invariance of these expressions. This
is not true for the Higgs doublet invariant LΦ.
We now address a conflict that arises in generalizing
these realizations to something like G1 × G2 where G2
is realized as a local gauge group with parameters βi(x)
in the representation generated by the τi. The standard
infinitesimal transformations for G2 are
δΨ = βi[Xi,Ψ] = βit
iΨ,
δhl = βi[Xi, h
l] = βiC
ilkhk,
δW lµ = −βiCiklW kµ +
1
γ
∂µβ
l (42)
The hk transform via the adjoint representation. If the
transformations of G2 on the ξa are null, that is [Xi, ξa] =
0, the groups G1 realized above and this local gauge G2
commutate. One can show that the eigenvalue equation
(37) is also covariant under this local G2, that is,
H ′Ψ′ = λΨ′. (43)
With the eigenstate equation (37), the transformations of
G1 become diagonal. This requires a diagonal covariant
potential. We also have
(δH)Ψ = βih
jCjikτkΨ. (44)
6The operator (δH)Ψ is not diagonal unless the βi are
parallel to the [h] unit vector, in which case it is zero.
However, only that part of the [β] parameter space or-
thogonal to the [h] space can change the [h] point. This
non diagonal part of G2 relative to [h] generates a non di-
agonal transformation on Ψ. This requires a non diagonal
covariant potential. Therein lies the conflict. The eigen-
value constraint requires a diagonal covariant potential.
This conflict point is the essence of why for instance the
SU(2) part of U(1)×SU(2) gauge realizations cannot in
that model permit sterile neutrinos, and cannot explain
the absence of the right-handed neutrino in weak inter-
actions. A diagonal covariant potential is needed in both
cases. Details are provided in section D. The factored
realizations discussed above can be viewed as nonlinear
diagonal realizations of G1 crossed into realizations of a
restricted G2, indicated by G1×G2(restricted). The re-
strictions of G2 means that all parameters β
k are parallel
to the unit vector hˆ, with the form βk = δαa(x)ξ
ahk.
C. Standard Lagrangian Density
In this section, we use the restricted U(1, effective)×
SU(2, restricted) to describe the standard electroweak
Lagrangian density. The quantity Λ = δαa(x)ξ
a acts
as a single parameter of U(1, effective)). The non
diagonal component in the transformation arises from
G2 = SU(2, restricted), as discussed above. We describe
the individual Lagrangian density terms for the lepton,
field and scalar parts without imposing the eigenvalue
constraints on the right-handed lepton parts. As in the
standard model, we assume in this section that the right-
handed neutrino is zero. Although the standard forms
[2], [3] are well known, we provided some details in order
to compare with the modified lepton Lagrangian density
described in the following section, and to facilitate the
conserved current analysis in the Appendix. We adhere
as close as possible to the notation of [2], [3].
With G2 = SU(2, restricted) we have C
ijk = ǫijk with
ǫ111 = 1, and τk = i2σ
k. Following the gauge electroweak
model the left spinor SU(2) doublet state is defined as
follows.
L =
(
νL
eL
)
, L˜ =
(
ν¯L e¯L
)
(45)
Here, we use bold notation for the an eight dimension
vectors made up of a stacked of two four dimensional
spinors. To construct the Lagrangians, the following def-
initions are useful.
I =
( U 0
0 U
)
,Γµ =
(
γµ 0
0 γµ
)
, σ3 =
( U 0
0 −U
)
σ2 =
(
0 −iU
iI 0
)
, σ1 =
(
0 U
U 0
)
(46)
Here, U is the unit matrix in four dimensions. In this
section we use the usual eigenvalues for the electro-weak
hyperfine operator, Y L = −1L and Y eR = −2eR. (This
is changed in the following section.) We have the follow-
ing group action on the hk and on L.
h± =
1√
2
(h1 ± ih2) (47)
[Ta,L] = iξaT −L, T − = 1
2
(− I+H)
H =
(
h3U
√
2h−U√
2h+U −h3U
)
(48)
For the singlet component we have
[Ta, eR] =
i
2
ξaY eR = −iξaeR. (49)
We use the following SU(2) doublet, Lorentz scalar fields
with Y = +1.
Φ =
(
Φ1
Φ2
)
,Ψ =
(
e¯RνL
e¯ReL
)
(50)
The generator action for Ta on Φ, or Ψ is expressed as
[Ta,Φ] = iξaT +Φ, T + = 1
2
(U +H),
H =
[
h3
√
2h−√
2h+ −h3
]
(51)
We have the following invariants under both G1 and the
Lorentz group.
Φ†Φ,Ψ†Ψ,Φ†Ψ,Ψ†Φ (52)
Using I = ( 1 1 1 1 ) and
Φ =
(
Φ1I
Φ2I
)
, Φ˜ = Φ†, (53)
we have the relations
Ψ†Φ = Φ1ν¯LeR +Φ2e¯LeR = L˜ΦeR (54)
Φ†Ψ = (Ψ†Φ)† = Φ∗1e¯RνL +Φ
∗
2e¯ReL = (L˜ΦeR)
†. (55)
To guide our analysis, consider first the following invari-
ant that is a common component in the Lagrangian for
the electroweak model.
L3 = −Ge(Ψ†Φ+ Φ†Ψ)
= −Ge(Φ1ν¯LeR +Φ2e¯LeR + Φ∗1e¯RνL +Φ∗2e¯ReL)
= −Ge(Φ1ν¯LeR +Φ∗1e¯RνL)
+Ge
1
2
(Φ2 − Φ∗2)(e¯ReL − e¯LeR)
−Ge 1
2
(Φ2 +Φ
∗
2)(e¯ReL + e¯LeR) (56)
In the standard electroweak model the last term in this
expression becomes, in a limit, the electron mass times e¯e
7where e = eL+ eR is the electron spinor. To describe the
electron’s mass, Φ2 must become in some limit, a real
constant commonly indicated by νo√
2
. For convenience,
we discuss parameterization of Φ and this limit in the
next section
We make the the parameter notation change (d, γ)→
(−g′, g), and notice that with the assumption Za = ξa,
the transformations here involve the group parameters in
the homogeneous form
Λ(x) = δαa(x)ξ
a(x) (57)
With this, we have the transformations actions on the
potentials.
δBµ =
1
g′
∂µΛ, (58)
δW lµ = −ΛhiǫiklW kµ +
1
g
∂µ(Λh
l). (59)
From these we have
δW 3µ = −Λ[h1W 2µ − h2W 1µ ]
+
1
g
∂µ(Λh
3)Λ(x) = δαa(x)ξ
a(x) = −iΛ[h+W−µ − h−W+µ ]
+
1
g
∂µ(Λh
3), W±µ =
1√
2
(W 1µ ± iW 2µ)(60)
δW±µ = ±iΛh±W 3µ
∓iΛW±µ h3 +
1
g
∂µ(Λh
±). (61)
Even though the group action on the potentials de-
pends on the fields ξa and hk, the covariant deriva-
tives acting on Φ,L and eR have the same general forms
as in the common electroweak gauge model. With the
above notation, we have the following covariant deriva-
tive forms.
DµL = ∂µL− i
2
PL (62)
P =
[
(gW 3µ − g′βµ)U g(W 1µ − iW 2µ)U
g(W 1µ + iW
2
µ)U (−gW 3µ − g′Bµ)U
]
=
[
NZµU g
√
2W−U
g
√
2W+U [−N cos 2θwZµ − 2qAµ]U
]
(63)
The charge is given by
q =
g′g
N
. (64)
DµeR = ∂µeR + iBµg
′eR
= ∂µeR − iN sin θw2ZµeR + iqAµeR (65)
DµΦ = ∂µΦ− i
2
XµΦ (66)
Xµ =
[
gW 3µ + g
′βµ g
√
2W−
g
√
2W+ −gW 3µ + g′βµ
]
=
[
[N cos 2θwZµ + 2qAµ] g
√
2W−
g
√
2W+ −NZµ
]
(67)
In the above we used the standard potential relations.
(
W 3µ
Bµ
)
=
(
cos(θw) sin(θw)
−sin(θw) cos(θw)
)(
Zµ
Aµ
)
(68)
cos(θw) =
g
N
, sin(θw) =
g′
N
,N =
√
(g′)2 + g2 (69)
To facilitate constructing the conserved currents, we
use a real Lagrangian. For the spinor fields we have the
following real invariants.
L1 = 1
2
[iL˜ΓµDµL+ (iL˜Γ
µDµL)
∗]
=
i
2
[ν¯Lγ
µ(∂µνL)− (∂µν¯L)γµνL]
+e¯Lγ
µ(∂µeL)− (∂µe¯L)γµeL]
+
1
2
[P 11µ ν¯Lγ
µνL + P
12
µ ν¯Lγ
µeL
P 21µ e¯Lγ
µνL + P
22
µ e¯Lγ
µeL] (70)
L2 = 1
2
[ie¯Rγ
µDµeR + (ie¯Rγ
µDµeR)
∗]
=
i
2
[e¯Rγ
µ(∂µeR)− (∂µe¯R)γµeR]
+
1
2
[2N sin2(θw)Zµ − 2qAµ]e¯RγµeR (71)
The matrix elements P ijµ in (70) can be read directly from
(63).
For the scalar doublet field we have the real invariant
form:
LΦ = (DµΦ)†DµΦ = (∂µΦ∗i )∂µΦi
+
i
2
[Φ∗iX
ij
µ ∂
µΦj − (∂µΦ∗i )XµijΦj ] +
1
4
Φ∗iX
µ
ijX
jk
µ Φk (72)
With the Yang-Mills tensors given by (34), the Yang-
Mills field Lagrangian in the above notation becomes
LF = −1
4
(BµνB
µν +W kµνW
µν
k ) =
−1
4
(BµνB
µν +W 3µνW
µν
3 + 2W
+
µνW
µν
− ). (73)
The components in this expression are given in terms of
the electromagnetic potential and boson fields as:
Bµν = − sin(θw)Zµν + cos(θw)Fµν ,W 3µν =
cos(θw)Zµν + sin(θw)Fµν + ig(W
+
µ W
−
ν −W−µ W+ν ) (74)
8(W 1µW
2
ν −W 2µW 1ν ) = i(W+µ W−ν −W−µ W+ν ) (75)
W±µν =
1√
2
(W 1µν ± iW 2µν) = D±µW±ν −D±ν W±µ . (76)
Here, Bµν = ∂µBν − ∂νBµ, Fµν = ∂µAν − ∂νAµ, Zµν =
∂µZν − ∂νZµ and:
D±µ = (∂µ ± igW 3µ) = (∂µ ± ig(
g
N
Zµ +
g′
N
Aµ)) (77)
Comparison with the electron components above shows
that W+µ has the same charge q as the electron, which is
negative.
The invariant form for the Higgs doublet Lagrangian
density is identical to the standard form. We choose the
manifold for Φ to contain the real point Φ0 .
Φ0 =
(
0
φo
)
=
(
0
1√
2
(νo + η)
)
(78)
Here νo is a real constant and η is real, representing the
Higgs scalar. In these realizations, there is no subgroup of
G1 that leave Φo invariant. To parameterize a manifold
that contains Φ0 consider the form for an infinitesimal
transformations from this point.
Φ = Φo + δΦo =
1√
2
(
i 12Λ(h1 − ih2)
1 + i 12Λ(1− h3)
)
.(ν0 + η)(79)
Here, Λ(x) = δαa(x)ξ
a(x). We can reach the state Φo via
two means. The first is with Λ = 0 and the other is when
[h] → [ho] = [h1 = 0, h2 = 0, h3 = 1]. We refer to the
latter point as the north pole. The parameterization is
not unique, but we assume a manifold for which Φ→ Φo
when [h]→ [ho]. One possible choice is
Φ =
(
iS(h1 − ih2)√
1− 2S2(1 − h3) + iS(1− h3)
)
φo
S → 1√
3− 2h3
,Φ→
(
i(h1 − ih2)
1 + i(1− h3)
)
Sφo. (80)
Here, S is a function and becomes a normalization in the
last expression. When Φ → φo, the invariant LΦ given
in (72) becomes
LΦ → +∂µφ∗o∂µφo −
i
2
NZµ(φ∗o∂µφo − (∂µφ∗o)φo)
+
1
4
φ∗oφo(2g
2W−W+ +N2ZµZµ). (81)
Comparing relative to the kinetic terms in (73) leads to
the following identification in lowest order for the boson
masses.
MW =
νog
2
, MZ =
νoN
2
, MZ = cos(θw)MW (82)
In this limit we see from (70), (71) and (56), that the
electron mass is identified by
Me = Ge
νo√
2
(83)
If we combine the invariant expressions in (70), (71),
(56), (72) and (73) with the U(Φ4) potential, we have the
Lagrangian common to the standard electroweak gauge
model discussed in numerous text books. In section E we
consider an alternate Lagrangian density form in order to
provide masses for the bosons.
D. Alternate Lepton Lagrangian density
The primary goal of this section is to describe covariant
eigenstate transformations and how these lead to pairs of
coupled right-handed leptons (ν−R , e
−
R) and (ν
+
R , e
+
R). The
different properties of these right-handed leptons lead to
an explanation of two observations not explained by the
standard model. One solution has no weak interaction,
providing an explanation for a sterile neutrino. [1] The
other has a diagonal covariant potential, with a right-
handed neutrino component that vanishes in one limit
on the h space. A modified invariant Lagrangian density
for the right-handed lepton part, and the invariant mass
terms are discussed. A neutrino with non-zero mass be-
comes possible while still retaining covariance. The left-
handed lepton Lagrangian density and the Yang-Mills
field Lagrangian density of the previous section remain
the same. A possible alternate for the Higgs doublet La-
grangian density is considered in the next section.
To construct an invariant lepton term, we start with a
right-handed field R defined by
R =
(
νR
eR
)
, R˜ =
(
ν¯R e¯R
)
. (84)
We take YR = −1R. Initially the transformations on R
are expressed exactly like those for L.
[Ta,R] = iξa
1
2
(− I+H)R (85)
We impose the matrix eigenvalue constraint HR = h ·
σR = λR. The eigenvalues are λ± = ±h where h =√
hkhk = 1. This matrix eigenvalue equation is covariant
under these G1 transformations. With the eigenvalue
condition the transformation becomes diagonal, requiring
a diagonal covariant potential.
For the eigenvalue λ = −1 the transformation genera-
tors reduce to the form
[Ta,R
−] = −iξaR−, (86)
Notice that we got a (−1) from the YR− = −1R− con-
dition, and a second (−1) from the eigenvalue λ = −1,
giving a net factor of (-2). In the standard gauge pic-
ture, this factor is obtained by imposing the condition
Y eR = −2eR and assuming that eR transforms as a sin-
glet.
The diagonal covariant derivative becomes
D−µR
− = ∂µR− + ig′BµR−
g′βµ = −N sin2 θwZµ + qAµ (87)
9In the limit [h]→ [h0] this covariant derivative reduces
to that for the standard model with one difference. Here,
the R− includes the right-handed neutrino component.
To address the presence of this right-handed neutrino
component, we look at the eigenvector equations for λ =
−1.
(1 + h3)ν
−
R +
√
2h−e−R = 0,√
2h+ν−R + (1− h3)e−R = 0 (88)
These two equations require that the right-handed neu-
trino ν−R vanish at the north pole point h3 = h = 1.
At this point, h± = 0, the right-handed neutrino van-
ishes and the covariant derivative reduces to the usual
form for e−R. This is the same limit where the interme-
diate boson mass ratio MZ
MW
from the Higgs sector takes
on the observed value. This is one reasonable explana-
tion of the observed absence of the right-handed neu-
trino in weak interactions. This is important, especially
when combined with the fact that it requires the covari-
ant derivative term for the right-handed electron to be
diagonal. This is needed to give the appropriate gV and
gA relations consistent with observation.
Motivated by observations of neutrino oscillations and
the recently reported evidence for a sterile neutrino, [1]
we consider the second eigenvalue constraint (λ = +1).
The eigenvalue cancels the hypercharge component giv-
ing
[Ta,R
+] = 0. (89)
For λ = +1 the eigenvector constraint is
(−1 + h3)ν+R +
√
2h−e+R = 0,√
2h+ν+R − (1 + h3)e+R = 0. (90)
At the north pole, these equations require that e+R → 0,
but give no restriction on ν+R . Notice that in this λ =
+1 case the right-handed components have no covariant
potential term. This means thatR+ plays no role in weak
decay at the north pole. This seems to be consistent with
properties of sterile neutrinos. [1]
For each eigenvalue case we have the following invari-
ant kinetic form
LK = 1
2
[iR˜ΓµDµR+ (iR˜Γ
µDµR)
∗], (91)
where in each case the appropriate diagonal covariant
derivative discussed above is used. We also have for each
case the invariant lepton mass forms:
Lm = −m[L˜R+ R˜L]
= −m[ν¯RνL + ν¯LνR]−m[e¯ReL + e¯LeR]. (92)
Because [L˜R + R˜L] is invariant, the function m must
also be invariant. This differs from the commonly used
Yukawa form where the invariant forms involve a cou-
pling of three field components as in (56) for instance.
This does not exclude writing the mass as a product
m = GV where G is a constant and V is an invariant
function. This function could be related to the mag-
nitude of the Higgs doublet, or a different function as
discussed in the next section. The point here is that the
alternate lepton picture discussed here does not deter-
mine the source of the function V .
We consider the above invariant densities with the ap-
propriate eigenvalue label for each case. At the north
pole we have ν−R → 0 and e+R → 0. At this point the
right-handed kinetic Lagrangian density terms reduce to
L−R =→
i
2
[e¯−Rγ
µ∂µe
−
R − (∂µe¯−R)γµe−R]−Bµg′e¯−Rγµe−R
L+R =
i
2
[ν¯+Rγ
µ∂µν
+
R − (∂µν¯+R )γµν+R ] (93)
The corresponding mass term becomes
L−m → −m−[e¯−ReL + e¯Le−R]
L+m → −m+[ν¯+RνL + ν¯Lν+R ] (94)
From the above relations it is clear that the [h] space
plays an important role in the physical interpretations.
For instance, much of the observed features of weak in-
teractions occurs at the north pole hN . The leptons ν
−
R
and e+R vanish at the north pole point but not elsewhere
on the [h] space manifold. The symmetries presented
here apply to all regions of the [h] space. To gain some
insight about physical interpretation, we present in the
following section invariant relations directly involving the
potentials with the hk components.
E. Alternate Potential Lagrangian Density
Here, we consider the alternate potential described in
section B for the electroweak case. For G2 = SU(2),
with Cijk = ǫijk we have a = −1. We use the standard
potential relations to re-arrange the invariant of section
B in the following form.
LP = 1
2
V 2
[
2g2W+µ W
µ
− +N
2ZµZ
µ
]
+Nq(V − V3)VW 3µBµ
−gW lµCµl −NqVkW kµBµV (95)
In this expression, the sum on k in the last term is
over [1, 2] only. We have used the same potential and
parameter relations as in the standard model discussed in
section C together with the relation V 21 +V
2
2 = 2V
+V −.
At the north pole, V ± = 0 and Clµ = 0 are zero, giving
LP → 1
2
V 2
[
2g2W+µ W
µ
− +N
2ZµZ
µ
]
. (96)
Writing V → 12 (ν0 + η) we have in the limit η → 0 the
same mass relationsMW =
νog
2 and MZ =
νoN
2 obtained
using the Higgs doublet.
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For other regions on the V manifold, LP contains a
differential term via the Clµ quantities, and the neu-
tral potentials Aµ and Zµ are coupled via the W
3
µB
µ =
1
N
q(AµAµ − ZµZµ) + 1N2 (g2 − (g′)2AµZµ factor in the
third term.
In the case where the short lived bosons W±µ and Zµ
vanish the invariant LP becomes
LP = q2V 2(1 − cosσ)AµAµ
+2qV 2 sin2 σAµ∂µθ (97)
Here, we have used the polar parameterization V3 =
V cosσ, V ± = V sinσ exp (±iθ), W 3µ → g
′
N
Aµ and the
relation
C3µ = V
2(h2∂µh1 − h1∂µh2)
= −iV 2(h+∂µh− − h−∂µh+) = −2V 2 sin2 σ∂µθ. (98)
When σ → 0, this invariant reduces to zero. When σ
is not zero, the Aµ is massive, and consequently, cannot
represent light.
The differential operators in the Ckµ only operate on
the unit vectors hk. We can construct an invariant that
will include differentials on the magnitude V by adding
the invariants forms 12∂µV
k∂µVk and any potential of V
2
such as the well known U(2V 2) hat potential. Including
the Yangs-Mills component LF , we may write the non-
lepton (NL) Lagrangian part as
LNL = LP + LF + 1
2
∂µV
k∂µVk + U(V
4). (99)
This form is invariant via localG1 transformations on the
potentials at each point on the manifold. There are sev-
eral features of this alternate Lagrangian density worth
remarking on. The physics differs for different regions of
the V space manifold.
1) At regions other than the poles, we have two sets
of coupled right-handed leptons (ν−R , e
−
R) and (ν
+
R , e
+
R),
and the Aµ becomes a massive field. The Aµ no longer
represent light as we know it. Put simply, the lights go
out in this non north pole region.
2) At the north pole, the Aµ becomes massless, so that
the Aµ field can represent light as we know it. At this
pole, the lights turn on. A this pole the mass ratio MW
MZ
takes on the value consistent with observation. Two of
the right-handed leptons vanish ν−R → 0 and e+R → 0.
However, there still remains two right-handed leptons ν+R
and e−R. The right-handed neutrino ν
+
R does not partic-
ipate in weak interactions. Is there evidence for such a
sterile lepton? Recent [1] analysis of neutrino data pro-
vides support for the existence of such a particle. The
alternate lepton model provides an explanation why the
right-handed neutrino is not observed in weak interac-
tions, and at the same time, supports a sterile neutrino,
both as consequences of the transformation eigenstate so-
lutions. The standard model [2], [3] offers no explanation
for either.
3) Because of the cross term in the transformation of
the potentials, potential superposition is generally not
covariant. There are exceptions. Potential superposition
is covariant at a single [h] space point. For instance, at
the north pole, superposition of the photon potential Aµ
is covariant. However, superposition for two Aµ fields,
each transforming via a different [h] coordinate point, is
not covariant. This again supports the contention here
that different [h] space points corresponds to different
physics.
4) The north pole point corresponds to much of our
laboratory observations. Viewed from this model, our
accelerators are built from matter at the north pole of
the h space. That does not mean that the non north pole
regions are unphysical. At the poles, the right-handed
leptons become uncoupled. Transitions between matter
at different points on the [h] manifold requires additional
conditions. Extensions to include covariant transition
relations will be considered in another study.
F. Summary
In this paper we have studied combined gauge and
nonlinear realizations and presented an application to
the electro-weak interaction. These realizations permit
covariant eigenvalue states that lead to different lepton
states with different interactions. The covariance is made
possible because the same operator H used to describe
the eigenstates also appears in the transformations.
These realizations make possible an alternative La-
grangian density for the electroweak application. A
diversity of physics appears. We have very different
physics for different regions of a three dimensional in-
ternal sphere. At the north pole of this sphere, almost
all of the physics matches that described with the stan-
dard U(1)× SU(2) gauge model. There are some differ-
ences between this and the standard gauge model. One
is that this model permits a right-handed neutrinos that
plays no role in weak interactions. Recent evidence un-
covered in neutrino oscillation data [1] supports the ex-
istence of such a sterile neutrino. A second is that a
clear explanation is provided why no right-handed neu-
trino participates in weak interactions, while at the same
time providing gV and gA relations consistent with weak
interaction observations. In the Appendix, we show in
detail that the conserved currents at the north pole have
the usual electromagnetic form.
At non pole points on this sphere, we obtain two pairs
of coupled right-handed leptons (ν−R , e
−
R) and (ν
+
R , e
+
R).
(At the north pole, ν−R → 0 and e+R → 0). This means
that we do not have free leptons as we know them in this
region. In addition, the Aµ field corresponding to the
massless photon field at the north pole, becomes mas-
sive for the non north pole point. Since the matter in
this region does not interact with light as we know it,
and we do not have free leptons as we know them, this
matter has characteristics of dark matter. However, we
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prefer to call it ”coupled-matter”. The reason for this is
the recently reported evidence [1] of sterile neutrinos in
neutrino oscillation data. The two sterile leptons e+R and
ν+R switch places between the north and south pole of [h].
Only ν+R appears at the north pole while only e
+
R appears
at the south pole. This is a clear switching, or, oscilla-
tion between these two sterile leptons. This switching
between poles involves transitions across the coupled or
dark matter region. From this it follows that this dark
matter region should play a role in neutrino oscillations
involving sterile neuthinos.
There is a clear need for transitional equations from
one point on [h] to another. The G1 realizations de-
scribed here do not connect different points on [h]. For
reasons described in section B, a local gauge G2 = SU(2)
is inconsistent with the diagonal covariant potentials re-
quired by the eigenstate conditions.
In brief, the transformation eigenstate picture pre-
sented here explains why right-handed neutrinos do not
appear in weak interactions, and at the same time makes
possible sterile neutrinos. The standard model explains
neither.
The general development in sections A and B was pre-
sented as a foundation not only for the groupG2 = SU(2)
electroweak application here but for possible future ap-
plications of G2 = SU(3), and other Lie groups. Keep
in mind that these realizations involve a restricted in-
duced group G2. One begging question raised by this
study is: Could this transformation eigenvalue approach
for G2 = SU(3) or another groups, play a role in quark
confinement ? With this comment, we remark that the
development here applies to arbitrary representations for
G2, not just the fundamental representation. .
G. Appendix: Conserved Currents
Here, we first look at the details of the components
that go into the conserved currents for the standard La-
grangian made from a sum of the (70), (71), (56), (72)
and (73) terms together with a U(Φ2) hat potential.
With a real Lagrangian we can use Jµa (F
∗
i ) = J
µ
a (Fi)
∗
for each complex field component Fi. Recall Noether’s
conservation theorem.
∂µ(
∂L
∂Fi,µ
δaFi) = ∂µJ
µ
a = 0 (100)
For the combined gauge and nonlinear transformations,
we have a conserved current for each Λa = δαa(x)ξ
a(x)
where no sum is implied in the latter. Below, we list the
detailed expressions for both factors δaFi and Π
µ(Fi) =
∂K
∂Fi,µ
for each variable in the Lagrangian.
For the spinors we have the forms:
Πµ(νL) =
i
2
ν¯Lγ
µ
δaνL =
i
2
Λa[(h3 − 1)νL +
√
2h−eL] (101)
Πµ(eL) =
i
2
e¯Lγ
µ
δaeL =
i
2
Λa[
√
2h+νL − (h3 + 1)eL] (102)
Πµ(eR) =
i
2
e¯Rγ
µ, δaeR = −iΛaeR (103)
For the potentials, we have:
Πµ(W±ρ ) = −Wµρ∓
δaW
±
ρ = ±iΛah±[cos(θw)Zρ + sin(θw)Aρ]
∓iΛaW±ρ h3 +
1
g
∂ρ(Λah
±) (104)
Πµ(Zρ) = −Zµρ + iN cos2(θw)[Wµ+W ρ− −W ρ+Wµ−]
δaZρ = −iΛa cos(θw)[h+W−ρ − h−W+ρ ]
+
1
N
[Λa∂ρh3 + (h3 − 1)∂ρΛa] (105)
Πµ(Aρ) = −Fµρ + iq[Wµ+W ρ− −W ρ+Wµ−]
δaAρ] = −iΛa sin(θw)[h+W−ρ − h−W+ρ ] +
tan(θw)
N
Λa∂ρh3 +
1
q
[sin2(θw)h3 + cos
2(θw)]∂ρΛa(106)
Finally, for the scalar components we have:
Πµ(Φ1) = ∂
µΦ∗1 +
i
2
(
[N cos 2θwZµ + 2qAµ]Φ
∗
1
+g
√
2Wµ+Φ
∗
2
)
δaΦ1 =
i
2
Λa[(1 + h3)Φ1 +
√
2h−Φ2] (107)
Πµ(Φ2) = ∂
µΦ∗2 +
i
2
[
g
√
2Wµ−Φ
∗
1 −NZµΦ∗2
]
δaΦ2 =
i
2
Λa[
√
2h+Φ1 + (1− h3)Φ2] (108)
We next combine the factors to obtain a current con-
tribution from each part of the Lagrangian density. The
lepton contribution is
Jµa (l) =
Λa
2
[
(1− h3)ν¯LγµνL + (1 + h3)e¯LγµeL
−
√
2h−ν¯LγµeL −
√
2h+e¯LγµνL
]
+ Λae¯RγµeR. (109)
The individual potential contributions to the conserved
currents are
Jµa (W+) = −Wµρ−
[
− iΛah+[cos(θw)Zρ + sin(θw)Aρ]
+iΛaW
+
ρ h3 +
1
g
∂ρ(Λah
+)
]
,
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Jµa (W−) = −Wµρ+
[
+ iΛah
−[cos(θw)Zρ + sin(θw)Aρ]
−iΛaW−ρ h3 +
1
g
∂ρ(Λah
−)
]
,
Jµa (Z) =
(
− Zµρ + iN cos2(θw)[Wµ+W ρ− −W ρ+Wµ−]
)
(
iΛa cos(θw)[h
+W−ρ − h−W+ρ ]
+
1
N
[Λa∂ρh3 + (h3 − 1)∂ρΛa]
)
,
Jµa (A) =
(
− Fµρ + iq[Wµ+W ρ− −W ρ+Wµ−]
)
(
iΛa sin(θw)[h
+W−ρ − h−W+ρ ] +
tan(θw)
N
Λa∂ρh3
+
1
q
[sin2(θw)h3 + cos
2(θw)]∂ρΛa
)
. (110)
For the scalar field we have the following current contri-
bution.
Jµa (Φ) = iΛa
[
(∂µΦ†)T+Φ− Φ†T+∂µΦ]
−Λa
4
[
Φ†(XµT+ + T+Xµ)Φ
]
(111)
By summing the above terms, we obtain a separate
conserved current for each group parameter. However the
factors Λa and ∂
µΛa do not appear in the Lagrangian.
We next show that the current for each parameter can
be obtained from a common conserved current that is pa-
rameter independent. By careful inspection we see that
the above total current has the general form
Jµa = ΛaC
µ +ΣiS
µρ
i F
i
ρΛa +ΣiS
µρ
i G
i∂ρΛa. (112)
Here, the first term is for all non potential parts, and
the last two terms represent the potential contributions.
Here, Sµρi = −Sρµi and the sum is over the contributions
from the four potentials. Using (28), we have
(∂µΛa)
[
Cµ +ΣiS
µρ
i F
i
ρ +Σi∂ρ(S
ρµ
i G
i)
]
+Λa∂u
[
Cµ +ΣiS
µρ
i F
i
ρ
]
= 0. (113)
Since the Λa will generally differ for each group parame-
ter, we satisfy this relation for all group parameters with
Cµ +ΣiS
µρ
i F
i
ρ +Σi∂ρ(S
ρµ
i G
i) = 0, (114)
∂µj
µ = 0, jµ = Cµ +ΣiS
µρ
i F
i
ρ. (115)
These two relations are mutually consistent since taking
∂u on the first leads directly to the second because of the
relation Sµρi = −Sρµi . The last expression means that
the little currents jµ are conserved. These currents do
not involve the Λa components. What this means is that
contained within these nonlinear realizations is a com-
mon conserved quantity, independent of any particular
group parameter. This was expected since each param-
eter Λa appears in the same way in the above factors.
What is the physical interpretation of the little current
jµ that arises via the nonlinear transformations? Some
insight can be gained by looking at the little current at
the north pole h3 = +1. At the north pole (h3 = 1) for
the standard Lagrangian, we have from the above factors
jµ = e¯Lγ
µeL + e¯Rγ
µeR − i
[
Wµρ− W
+
ρ −Wµρ+ W−ρ
]
(116)
The little current at this pole is proportional to the elec-
tromagnetic current density.
The alternate potential Lagrangian density involves no
derivatives of the covariant potentials and the group G1
does not act on the hk. The only potential contribution
to the conserved current arises via the field term LF . For
the λ = −1 case we have
jµ = e¯Lγ
µe−L + e¯R
−γµe−R − i
[
Wµρ− W
+
ρ −Wµρ+ W−ρ
]
.(117)
If we have both theR+ andR− leptons present, the little
current is still the same since e+R = 0 at the north pole.
The little currents in the above expressions are for the
north pole point only. At non pole points on the sphere
none of the lepton components vanish. The eigenstate
constraints couple the fields for the non pole regions. Be-
fore the conserved currents can be obtained for these re-
gions, the constraint equations must be incorporated into
the Lagrangian density.
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